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Spring semester 2008 iPulse Staff Writers

Last semester the
seeds of some much
needed changes were
planted in the newsroom. We changed the
face of the iPulse, a refurbished format helped
us reach a greater audience, and we made every effort to place you,
the students, front and
center of each daily
By SARAH NICOLE cover. This semester,
GRIMMER we will see a few more
Editor in Chief tweaks as a revamping the iPulse logo is

WELCOME

BACK iPULSE!

The iPulse is back and taking greater
strides toward improvement

currently in the works.
The success of increased
readership
means even greater challenges lay before the
iPulse team. We hope
to provide you with an
eye-catching daily publication that is both informative and insightful.
Much of the fall semester was spent ironing out the kinks that
came with a new team
and format. This se(Continued to page 2)
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Joe Fiermann, Jennifer O'Toole, Matt Stern, Sarah Nicole Grimmer,
Nicholas Hindhaugh and Carolina Gonzalez
(Continued from front
page)
mester, we hope to polish the iPulse, and with
a pack of talented new
staff writers we plan to
deliver stories covering
a wider breadth of topics
with an even greater focus on the student body.
As we work to get the
ball rolling this semester,
I was interested to hear
what some of the new staff
writers were thinking.
New to the iPulse,
staff writer Greg Boxell, junior, feels the
publication is "heading
in the right direction

Editor in Chief,
Sarah Nicole Grimmer

and can only get better," and added, "We
have a good group of
people to get it done."
With a web site in the
works, and junior Tim
Cappelli's
aggressive
and creative new approach to advertising, the
iPulse is branching out.
"I'm thrilled to be
a part of such a strong
group of iPulse students.
This semester I hope to
expand our voice across
campus," Cappelli said.
The web site will feature a complete multimedia experience with
streaming video of iPulse news stories. Users will also have the
ability to post their own
comments on topics
covered by the iPulse.
Additionally, past editions of the iPulse will
also be easily accessible
in an online archive site.
"We now have a web
site that I think will really help spread the word,"
said Dylan Regan, sophomore. "Hopefully it
will be a big thing."
Junior Amanda Nelson is not registered

"actually excited about
going to class now," and
is putting extra effort in
by learning the inDesign
program. Also the new
photo editor, Wheeler
remarked that she cannot
wait to start shooting special events for the paper.
From each of the new
staff writers I spoke with
I kept hearing the same
response: "I'm excited!"
The "Allie's" (Mintz
and Abruzzese), sophomores, even reiterated it
in unison, but I hoped the
returning writers were

equally keyed up. I was
pleased to find they were.
Ambitious returning
staff writer Chris Edwards, senior, declared,
"I want more cover stories this semester. I want
to be this semester's Jess
[Byrne] -every cover!"
Now that the iPulse
has returned to campus,
keep an eye out for it daily. Several new display
cases will also be appearing around campus soon.
The debut of the web
site will be announced
in the near future.

The editorial staff is already hard at work! Art Director len O'Toole, Graphic
Designers Joe Fiermann and Matt Stern, Editor in Chief Sarah Nicole Grimmer and Copy Editors Nicholas Hindhaugh and Carolina Gonzalez

in the class for credit;
however, she attends the
iPulse :s- weekly story
meetings and is a regular contributor to the
iPulse on a voluntary
basis. When asked what
she thought about the
paper, Nelson said, "It's
a good way for us to get
our thoughts and opinions across to our peers,.
Kelcey
Wheeler,
freshmen, said she is
glad she tried iPulse this
semester because she is

Visit the "20 Words or
Less" booth stationed
outside the cafeteria
before Fell. 11 to share
your sentiments of
affection and possibly
win special placement
in the iPulse Valen e's
Day edition as well as a
Starllue•s gfft card!
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By JOANNA JONES
Special to the iPulse

Super Tuesday: the
day dreams are attained,
suspense is in the air
and the political thrill is
deafening - well, sort of.
For the Democrats and
Republicans competing
for the 2008 presidential
nominations, today is
one of the most important days in their lives,
distinguishing whether
they have a chance for
presidential legacy. For
Lynn political junkies,
today is one of the most
exciting days m their
month; will their candidate be the winner?
For other Lynn students,
though, today is, "What
did you say today was?"

By AMANDA
CARTINE
Staff Writer

Whoever said that
the Iowa caucus would
set the stage for the rest
of the presidential race
was gravely mistaken.
Republican contender
Mike Huckabee has not
had a win since, and
Democratic contender
Barack Obama has won
only one state since.
Despite this, many
reputable news stations
showed polls predicting
Huckabee and Obama
would
continue
to

Brett Miller, freshman
film production major, did not know what
Super Tuesday meant.
Miller was not the only
one on campus who did
not know what it meant.
It is the day that
changes the course of
presidential elections, it
is the day when the most
people will get out there
and vote, it is the day in
early February or March
with the greatest number
of states holding primary elections to select the
Republican and Democratic delegates for the
national
convention.
Super Tuesday has
become a barometer
for securing the two
main parties' nominations since 1988 when

it first started gaining
relevance. That means
that in each of the five
elections since 1988,
whoever swept Super
Tuesday or won the
most primaries from that
day became the nomination for their party.
Both candidates in the
1988 presidential election, Michael Dukakis
for the Democratic nomination and George H.W.
Bush for the Republican
nomination won the
most state primaries on
Super Tuesday and carried the nominations.
In 1992, Bill Clinton became known as
the "Comeback Kid"
because he lost two of
the most popular and
early caucuses in Iowa

and New Hampshire,
yet swept nearly all
the primaries on Super
Tuesday and secured the
Democratic nomination.
The states that take
part in Super Tuesday
vary from year to year
and usually cover geographically and socially
diverse regions in the
country. This year 24
states will have their
primaries today ranging
from coast to coast, from
California to Massachusetts. With the high num-

ber of state primaries this
year some have called it
"Super-Super Tuesday."
With such close races,
especially in the Democratic Party between
Hillary Rodham Clinton and Barack Obama,
today will propel one
of the two candidates
to the presidential election this November.
Ashley
Feldman,
junior
communication major, said "I will
definitely be looking
into what happens."

prevail
throughout
the presidential race.
However, those polls
were proven wrong at the
New Hampshire primary.
In fact, the polls
were so far off that it
got many questioning
if political agenda's
of those "reputable"
news stations were to
blame for the radically
misleading predictions.
Whatever it was, the
polls were wrong, and
Democratic contender
Hillary Clinton has been
prevailing ever since.
Maybe it was Clinton's
"crocodile tears," maybe
it was the support of the
females, or maybe it
was the fact that she had

been triumphing her way
through each debate.
Many were calling the
New Hampshire win
rerillniscent of one of
Bill Clinton's primary
victories,
in which
he said, "I feel like
the comeback kid."
Only now it is Hillary
Clinton the skeptics
are crowning "The
Comeback
Gal."
After winning New
Hampshire,
Clinton
continued to prove
the prediction polls
wrong when she went
on to win Michigan,
Nevada and Florida.
After Obama's win in
Iowa, he went on to win
in South Carolina. Other

Democratic contender
John Edwards was
unable to win a primary
or caucus and has
pulled out of the race.
On the Republican
side, Huckabee appears to
be out of the picture since
his Iowa win. McCain
and Romney are neck
and neck, battling it out
for the Republican spot.
Rudy Giuliani, former
governor of New York,
dropped out after his
loss in Florida, where he
had spent a large portion
of his now wasted time
campaigning. He went
on record stating that
he would be supporting
of
the
ex-Prisoner
War John McCain.

This race is starting
to heat up, and it could
be anyone's game at
this point. One can only
speculate the outcome,
but everyone can be sure
that America is in the
midstofwhatmanywould
call the most exciting
presidential race in the
history of our country.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR
Effective
Communication
2 p.m. - 3 p.m. in the
Perper Lounge, Library
7 Habits of Highly
Effective People
5 p.m. - 6 p.m. in the
Perper Lounge, Library

with So /l?cvy new
iPu lse writers on stal'.f'
a .f'ew idroduc:tionS
were in o r der . Dst ed
below are the stats on a
.f'e w o.f' o ur stal'.f' writerS and editorial stai'-F

Comedian Cocoa
Brown
8 p.m. in the
Amamick-Goldstein
Concert Hall

MEET THE PRESS
Editor in Chief
Sarah Nicole Grimmer
Art Director
Jennifer O'Toole
Assistant Art Directon
Joseph Fierman

Matthew Stem
Copy Editon

Carolina Gonzalez
Nicholas Hindmtgh
Photo Editor
Kelcey Wheeler
Advertising MllDIIger

Timothy Cappelli
Multimedia Assistant
TamaeSeki
Stall'
Alison Abruzzese

Andrew Annienti
Gregory Boxell
Amanda Canine
Ramona Cavanagh
Christopher Edwards
Ashley Feldman
Guy Jester
Isabel Lacy
Alexandra Mintz

DylonRegan
Amanda Tomec

Robert Zap
Faculty Advisor

Stefanie Powers
Multimedia Support
JenaZakany

NaMe, Class

iPalse Beat

Interests

Ali Abruzzese,
Sophomore
Andrew Armienti,
Junior
Joseph Fierman,
Sophomore
Carolina Gonzalez,
Junior
Sarah Nicole Grimmer
Senior
Nicholas Hindhaugh,
Sophomore
Guy Jester,
Junior
Isabel H. Lacy,
Junior
Allie Mintz,
Sophomore
Amanda Nelson,
Junior
Jennifer O'Toole,
Junior
Dylan Regan,
Sophomore
Amanda Tomec,
Junior
Robert Zap,
Sophomore

How To...

Having fun, going to the beach, traveling

Political Editorials

Hockey, politics, American History

Graphic Design and
Tidbit of the Day
Copy Editor

Art, tattoos, heavy metal music
Family, photography, playing with her son

Editor in Chief

Road trips, Dave Matthews Band, Starbucks

Copy Editor

Soccer, American football, computers

Best of the Best and
Around Boca
University News

Fishing, being outdoors, traveling
Movies, music, writing

Things I Can't Live
Without
Special Reports

Beach, hanging out, making people laugh

Art Director

Disney, going out to eat, car rides

Cribs and Whips
Going Green

Playing hockey and lacrosse, weekends at
his northern Minnesota cabin
Going to the beach, dining out, the dog park

Man on the Street

Having a good time, working out

Scrapbooks, baking, traveling
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Left to right: Ryan Brooks, Jordan Kruse, Francesca Piancone. Staff Photo/Tim Cappelli

NEW BEACH SHUTTLE SERVING
UP HOT DESTINATIONS
By TIM CAPPELLI
Staff Writer

As the new semester
kicks into full gear many
new opportunities seem
to be popping around every corner of the campus.
The Student Government
Association (SGA) is
offering a new and free
shuttle service to Spanish
River Beach, adding just
another great location ·to
its existing service for all
Lynn students.

"SGA is excited to
have the opportunity to
provide this service to
students. The recent addition comes about due
to a recent increase in
the driver's hours," said
RHA chair Lynette Hidalgo, junior. "Its significance is to help accommodate students more."
This additional accommodation provided

by SGA will enhance
the student body's overall appreciation of the
beautiful surroundings
of Boca Raton.
"I love Boca and have
been living here for
the past 10 years," said
Dave Cortright, the shuttle driver. The new stop
drops off and picks students up at the corner of
(Continued on page 2)
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NEW
SHUTTLE
OFFERED

THE MACBOOK AIR

(Continued from page 1)

Are consumers floating on air in anticipation, or feeling deflated?

By TIM CAPPELLI
Staff Writer

By KELCEY
WHEELER
Staff Writer

East Palmetto Park Rd.
In addition to the new
beach shuttle, SGA currently provides daily
student shuttle services
to the Boca Raton Town
Center Mall, Wal-Mart
and select airports. The
shuttle picks up students
Monday to Friday between 11 a.m. and 3p.m.
in the mailroom parking
lot. The shuttle runs on
an hourly basis to and
from the university.
So save some gas,
pack up a beach bag, apply plenty of sunscreen
and hit the beach!

The past few years
Apple Inc. has been
coming out with one
gadget after another,
from
revolutionary
mp3 players to trendy
sleek lap-tops. Now
they have created the
MacBook Air, a laptop that is thinner than
one inch, making it one

of the smallest lap tops MacBook Air is better
in existence. The price than "regular" lap tops,
for MacBook Air starts with a stunning 3.9 inch
at $1,799. For the 64 GB display screen and opsolid state drive the price tions such as "pinching"
increases to $3,098.
to manipulate on-screen
"It just . - - - - - - - - - . . . . , views, multidoesn' t
touch
feaseem very
tures, a smart
practical,"
LED display,
said Baya
built-in
lee SimpiSight camera
son-Allard, JUniOr. "It and many wireless innolooks fun, but I wouldn't vations. Owners of the
spend that much money previous MacBook will
for it."
be happy to know that
Although the Mac- the screen and the keyBook Air has not arrived board are the same size.
in stores yet, it is already
The new MacBook
grabbing many students' Air does not play DVDs
attention. Apple.com has or COs as it has no CD/
a video explaining why DVD drive, but users

who utilize iTunes may
not need this feature as
iTunes is capable of
playing DVDs.
"It's too small and it
has no DVD player,"
said Billy Hartigan,
sophomore. "I definitely wouldn't get it."
To purchase the
MacBookAir, consumers can go to apple.com
or visit the local Apple
store in the Boca Town
Center Mall. Additional features can also
be purchased at these

MAGIC IN THE AIR AT POE'I'l{Y NIGHT
Poems and prose appear at monthly poetry night
By ISABEL LACY
Staff Writer

Cherry Sein

The monthly poetry ence members called the
night readings, spon- highlight of the night.
sored by the Poetry Club,
Aside from hosting
recently took place in the the event, Block is a
magician
Knight's -~--~~=
Court on
and did
campus.
numerous mag0 n c e
ic tricks
again,
to entice
many stuthe audidents and
ence.
faculty
memSophbers read
omore
Cherry
poetry .
Seinread
This time
an
sophoat::.... . . . . . ..,. tentionmore Jory
Block was the host, be- getting poem about how
coming what many audi- she cannot stand drunks.

"I thought it was better than my previous poetry," said Stein. "It had
more reaction. I used
some derogatory terms
to add some Lynn University humor - and it
worked. It was interesting and fun. You get to
write your own poems
and read them. And I'm
hoping more audiecne
will join and read in the
future."
For more information
on the poetry club or
on future poetry nights,
contact Christina Ginfrida at cginfrida@email.
lynn.edu.
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MAN ON THE STREET
Do you like the newly redesigned cafeteria?
By ROBERT ZAP
Staff Writer

With the recent return
to Lynn, many students
have noticed some things
around campus that have
changed.
One modification is
the newly styled Elmore
Commons Dining Hall,
otherwise known as the
cafeteria. But, really, do
many students pay attention to these alterations?
The iPulse recently
asked a select group of
students if they enjoy
the newly modified cafeteria. Here are their surprising answers:

Dylan Lipman, Sophomore
"Yeah, I like it; it makes it look
a little bigger with a little more
variety. It's a nice change."

Noah Sills, Junior
"I like it, better than it was. The
lines for food are better because
they are shorter."

Ray McGann, Senior
"It's cool."

Jesse Wiles, Sophomore
. Gijun Sung, Freshman
"Yeah, its better than it was before, "I don't really care; it's still the
needs a little more food, though." same place."

Susan Zeidenberg, Sophomore
"I think it's a cool new design, it
looks more like college and less
like high school. I like it."

LOVE: IN 20 WORDS OR LESS
Tell That Special Someone "I Love You" This Valentine's Day
By TIM CAPPELLI
Staff Writer

Have an eye on a special someone around
campus? Looking for
the right opportunity to
express feelings to that
long-time crush?
Valentine's Day is
traditionally viewed as a
day for expressing love,
devotion and friendship.
iPulse is challenging
students, faculty and
staff to a classified ad
contest in search of the
best expression of a romantic sentiment.
From now until Feb.
11, iPulse will have a "20

Words or Less" booth
stationed outside of the
cafeteria in the Student
Center. At the booth, iPulse readers can submit
an entry form for the
special Valentine's Day
edition of the iPulse.
Whereas normally the
price of a classified ad
in iPulse would cost $5,
the student publication
is allowing individuals
to submit these 20-word
classified ads for free as
their special Valentine's
Day gift to the readers.
Readers have the

chance to creatively
share their inner-most
feelings for their loved
one. The catch? Those
feelings of love must be
expressed in 20 words or
less. As a bonus, a photo
will be included in the
ad at no extra charge.
All submissions will
be included in the iPulse, and each submission counts as one
entry in the contest.
The most sentimental
entry will win the contest and receive a Starbucks gift card.

Take this great opportunity to be creative and
share those feelings with
that special someone in
this special iPulse edition.
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ICAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday, Feb. 7
Karnations for Kids,
from 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Student Cente
Effective Communication Leadership
Seminar from 3 p.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Perpe
Lounge, Library

MEET THE PRESS
Editor in Chief
Sarah Nicole Grimmer
Art Director
Jennifer 0 'Toole
Assistant Art Directors
Joseph Fierman
Matthew Stem
Copy Editors
Carolina Gonzalez
Nicholas Hindimgh
Photo Editor
Kelcey Wheeler
Advertising Manager
TIITU)thy Cappelli
Multimedia Assistant
TamaeSeki

Staff
Alison Abruzzese
Andrew Annienti
Gregory BoxeU
Amanda Cartine
Ranwna Cavanagh
Christopher Edwards
Ashley Feldman
Guy Jester
Isabel Lacy

Alexmulra Mintz
Amanda Nelson
Dylan Regan
Amanda Tomec

Robert 'hlp
Faculty Advisor

Stefanie Powers
Multimedia Support

Jena7Aknny

Sophomore Gene Prousnitzer. Staff Photo/Carolina Gonzalez

THE SECRET: PROUSNITZER
A Look Behind Lynn Men's Basketball
By RAMONA
CAVANAGH
Staff Writer

This season the Lynn
men's basketball team
has dominated 11 games.
Much credit must go to
the talent and perseverance of the players themselves and the terrific
coaching staff, consisting of Head Coach Scott
Mcmillin and Assistant
Coaches Tim Heskett
and Marcus Hayes. Do
not forget about the man
behind the scenes, Head
Manager Gene Prousnitzer.
Prousnitzer is a sophomore from Little Rock,

Arkansas. He is a Sports
"We feel we are going
Management major and to have a successful seaaspires to one day be head son," said Prousnitzer.
coachofacol._..._...~
"As long as
lege
sports
we do what
is required of
team. Prousnitzer's
reeach of us,
sponsibilities
then we can
as head manwork together as a coheager consist of
helping with
sive whole to
drills, providachieve success."
ing water during practices
Prousnitzer
is a well
and games, as
known ZBT
well as other
tasks. He is
fraternity
also in charge
brother and
of
making
has a charismatic charm
sure all equipment is present for both that seems to draw peapie to him.
games and practices.

"Yeah, sure I know
Gene; he is always promoting the games," said
Samantha Austin, sophomore. "He is one of the
main reasons I go. I want
to see his hard work pay
off, and it often does."
This basketball season promises to be
eventful and exciting.
For more details on
the team visit the Lynn
University's web site
under athletics.
Gene also has a blog
in which he writes about
his experiences being
the head manager of the
basketball team. It can
be viewed at blogs.lynn.
edu/keepingscore.
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Michael Griffith. Staff Photo/Carolina Gonzalez

WELCOME TO THE GREEN LIFE
By AMANDA TOMEC
Staff Writer

Simple Ways to
Help Save the
Environment

Last semester Lynn
University launched its
campus recycling project, due to the Lynn Innovation contest winner,
junior Michael Griffith.
Like many other greenconscious Lynn students, simply recycling
on campus was just not

enough for Griffith. This
semester he is working with Lynn President
Kevin Ross on a green
task force comprised
of students, faculty and
staff participating in a
committee that will discuss and implement various plans to help Lynn
go green.
Many Lynn students
are now realizing that

individuals all around
the world need to change
their lifestyles in order to
better adapt to the fight
against global warming and the destruction
of the earth. There are
numerous articles, publications and resources
that contain information
about how to help the
(Continued on page 2)
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Welcome to the Green Life
Continued from Page 1

environment, and here
are a few tips on "going
green":
First, unplug inactive
appliances and electronic devices. Even
though that laptop charger has no computer attached to it at the moment does not mean it is
not consuming energy.
When on standby, most
electronics use about
half the energy as when
they are fully powered
on. Why not save even
more energy by simply
pulling the plug and
powering down?
Next, go meatless
once a week. For some
this might be no problem
at all, but for others, torture. However, it should
be noted that raising animals for consumption
purposes uses twice the
amount of land that is
used to grow crops for
consumption. So, one
day a week trade in that
cheeseburger for a veggie burger or salad and
help lower the pressures
put on the earth by meat
production.
Finally, always remember to recycle.
Make it a routine to recycle products made of
paper, glass, aluminum
and plastic. Generally,
it takes about half the
effort to create a product made from recycled
materials versus starting
from scratch.
Remember to use the
recycle bins conveniently located around Lynn's
campus thanks in part to
Michael Griffith.
"I hope students will

remember to put their
items in the bins around
campus," said Griffith.
"Everything has an impact on the environment,
and every little bit we
can do helps a lot."
Keep on living the
good life and go green!

....... JEWISH FEDERATION

\\\Ill/

I

of South Palm Beach County

JEWISH COMMUNITY RElATIONS COUNCIL

Along with:
Hillel of Broward and Palm Beoch
Middle Eost and Notional Security (MEANS)
Students for Israel

present:

Do You Care About:
The 2008 Elections, Iran I Middle
East and Youth Activism Today?

Free Speech!
Free Food!
Guest Speaker·
Syndicated Colum~ist
Douglas M. Bloomfield

Douglas M. Bloomfield Is a syndicated Washington lobbyist and
consultant. He is the president of Bloomfield Associates, Inc., a
Washington lobb'.Jing and consulting firm with a varlet\! of domestic
and international clients.

U\:';~•""'-l•u,

February 12, 2008
12:00 - 2:00 pm
Golden Pavilion - Jewish life Center
8uildinglY-3A FAU Boca Raton Campus
There is no charge for this event.
(Lunch is included.)
RSVP your attendance to: StaceyS@bocafed.org
or by phone at 561.852.6080
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THINGS I CAN'T LIVE WITHOUT
During a Night Out on the Town
By ALUE MINTZ
Staff Writer
A handbag is a crucial accessory for any
young woman preparing for a night out on
the town. Just as men
always carry a wallet
in their back pocket,
the over-the-shoulder
handbag is what many
women consider a necessary element to any
outfit.
iPulse asked three
female students what
one item they could
not live without in their
handbag during a night
out on the town. Here
are their responses:

DanieUe Mizrahi, sophomore
"My credit card. I rarely carry
cash on me because every
store and restaurant takes a
credit card."

Morgan Brown, junior
"My cell phone. It would be
the end of the world. My cell
phone keeps me in touch with
everyone."

Ali Abruzzese, sophomore
"My lip gloss. It makes my
lips shine and compliments
my bag."

BEST OF BOCA: RESTAURANTS
Talia's Tuscan Table
By GUY JESTER
Staff Writer
Italian
restaurant
Talia's Tuscan Table,
known to many as simply "Talia's," is one of
Boca's best kept secrets.
The one-of-a-kind eatery offers quality Italian
food that many feel is
unmatched by other restaurants in the city.
"Talia's is fabulous,"
said Shannon O'Donnell,
junior. "I would eat there
everyday ifl could."
Talia's offers a variety
of dishes, ranging from
its famous ciabatta bread
sandwiches to its gourmet pastas, pizzas, soups

and salads.
Owner Andy Russo
offers cooking classes
that are open to the public every other Sunday.
"There is a three month
waiting list," said Russo.
"If you sign up and pay
in advance, you might be
waiting two months."
Many locals believe
it is worth the wait, and
individuals continue to
sign up for the classes on
a regular basis.
Talia's also offers catering for any type of
event. For more information on the restaurant,
cooking classes, or catering service, visit www.
taliastable.com.

Talia's Tuscan Table. Staff Photo/Guy Jester
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Friday,Feb.s
Kamations for Kids,
m 11 a.m. to 1:30p.m.
in the Student Center.

Bad Newz Brown,
from noon to 2 p.m. in
the Student Center

MEET THE PRESS
Editor in Chief
Sarah Nicole Grimmer
Art Director
Jennifer O'Toole
Assistant Art Directors
Joseph Fierman
Matthew Stern
Copy Editors
Carolina Gonzalez
Nicholas Hindaugh
Photo Editor
Kelcey Wheeler
Advertising Manager
Timothy Cappelli
Multimedia Assistant
TamaeSeki
Staff

Alison Abruzzese
Andrew Armienti
Gregory Boxell
Amanda Cartine
Ramona Cavanagh
Christopher Edwards
Ashley Feldman
Guy Jester
IsabelUu:y
Alexandra Mintz
Amanda Nelson
Dylan Regan
Amanda Tomec
Robert Zap
Faculty Advisor
Stejanie Powers
Multimedia Support
JenaZakany

HOW TO MAKE A LONG DISTANCE
RELATIONSHIP WORK
By ALI ABRUZZESE
Staff Writer

Whether saying goodbye to a sweetheart for
the summer or counting down the days until
spring break, a good percentage of college students have experienced
what it is to be in a long
distance relationship.
Many couples fear
the idea of entering into
a long distance relationship and once faced
with the situation find
it a constant struggle
or battle. Though there
are some couples who
do not make it through
the long distance battle,
many are able to triumph and win the fight
for everlasting love.
How can those students currently in a

long distance relationship make it work and
win the war? Here are
some tips on how to
make a long distance
relationship work:
Trust is the most important thing in a long
distance
relationship.
Where there is no trust,
there is constant anxiety
about where a partner is
and what that partner is
doing at all times. Rather than calling friends or
"stalking" around on Facebook, try taking a deep
breath, focusing on the
trust that the relationship
was built on, and take
some of the stress away.
When spending time
away from a sweetheart things like hugs
and kisses are always
missed. Think about
thoughtful little things to

do that will make a partner's day, such as sending flowers or a card.
Communication is a
huge factor in long distance relationships. It is
important to keep a line
of communication open
at all times so that feelings are shared rather
than kept inside. Short
phone calls and text messages just to say hello
are a great way to keep
in touch and let that significant other know that
they are missed.
One way to keep in
touch is a computer application called Skype,

which can be downloaded for free and instantly installed on any
computer. Skype allows
individuals to "call" another individual on any
computer that also has
Skype installed for free.
Optional features include video chatting and
the ability to call any
phone for a low cost.
By following these
tips on how to make a
long distance relationship work, hopefully
the battle of the long
distance
relationship
will be an easier one to
fight and win.

LOVE: IN 20 WORDS OR LESS
Tell That Special Someone "I Love You" This Valentine's Day
By TIM CAPPELLI
Staff Writer

Have an eye on a special someone around
campus? Looking for
the right opportunity to
express feelings to that
long-time crush?
iPulse is challenging
students, faculty and
staff to a classified ad
contest in search of the
best expression of a romantic sentiment.
From now until Feb.

11, iPulse will have $5, the student publicaa "20 Words or Less" tion is allowing indibooth stationed outside viduals to submit these
of the cafeteria in the 20-word classified ads
Student Center. At the for free as their speiPulse ...-------, cial Valentine's
booth,
readers can subDay gift to the
mit an entry form
readers.
for the special
Readers have
Valentine's Day
the chance to
edition of the iP- .___ _ ___. creatively share
ulse.
their inner-most
Whereas
normally feelings for their loved
the price of a classified one in 20 words or less.
ad in iPulse would cost As a bonus, a photo will

be included in the ad at
no extra charge.
Each
submission
counts as one entry in
the contest. The most
sentimental entry will
win the contest and
receive a Starbucks
gift card.
Take this great opportunity to be creative
and share those feelings with that special
someone in this special
iPulse edition.
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Students in Robert Watson's Media Campaigns class listen as Governor Michael Dukakis discusses campaign techniques. LU Photo/Joe Carey

EX-PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE SPEAKS TO CLASS
Dirty campaigning,
debates and media
portrayal of candidates were all topics of
discussion in a recent
Dukakis interview

By JOANNA JAMES
Special to the iPulse
Students in Robert
Watson's Media Campaigns class heard from
1988 democratic nomination winner and former Massachusetts governor Michael Dukakis,
who reflected on his
presidential candidacy
and captivated the audi-

ence with his relevant
insight.
While the national primaries were being held
across 24 states guiding the decision for the
Democratic and Republican 2008 presidential
nominations, Dukakis
spoke to this Lynn class
about exactly what it is
like to go through that
ordeal - as a candidate.

The class listened to
Dukakis speak about the
campaigning process by
placing a call on Skype,
the software that allows
users to talk over the Internet to any computer
or phone in the world.
"It was awesome that
a former presidential
candidate spoke to the
(Continued on page 2)
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Dukakis Discusses Campaign
(Continued from Page 1)

class on such a personal
level," said Tim Denby,
junior. "He told it how it
is and didn't hold anything back. I really respect and appreciate his
honesty."
The entire class was
dedicated to the Dukakis
interview, with a brief
overview by Robert Watson about the 1988 elections and campaign prior
to the phone interview.
During the interview,
Dukakis answered questions about the relationship between politicians
and the media, portrayals of political candidates in the media, how
the former governor ran
his campaign, the value
of debates and what lessons he learned by running for president of the
United States.
"The most important
aspect to a campaign is
the grassroots level,"
said Dukakis. "There
is no such thing as this
stupid red and blue state
mentality that's going
on. Whether a Democrat
or Republication, candidates should target every
one of the fifty states in
their campaign."
Although
Dukakis
won the democratic
nomination for the general election in 1988 he
lost the presidential bid
to George H.W. Bush.
Dukakis explained how
the negative "swiftboat" attacks that the
Republican party used
against him diminished
his chance for landing
the seat in the White
House.

Dukakis
expressed
regret that he assumed
that taking the high road
would be seen as the wiser choice to the American people and that he
did not combat the negative campaigning.
Although the governor's passivity did not
get him elected, Denby
respected his honest tactics. "I give him a lot of
credit for putting up with
a lot of the dirty campaigning from his opponent and sating above all
of that."
After serving three
terms as governor of
Massachusetts, Dukakis left public office in
1991, joining the academia world. Dukakis
has been a professor
of political science at
Northeastern University
and visiting professor at
the School of Public Affairs at UCLA.
Robert Watson, professor of the communication class, was happy
to offer the interactive,
firsthand class lesson
and will continue this
method
interviewing
two other former presidential candidates, as
well as local news reporters and producers
every week in the class.
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NYC FASHION WEEK SPRED THE DUB SPREADS LOVE
Raising Awareness and Premiering Styles
By ASHLEY FELDMAN
Staff Writer
New York Fashion
Week, this year dubbed
the
"Mercedes-Benz
Fashion Week," is a
semi-annual event that
is currently underway in
New York City.
Attendees are previewing the upcoming
fall fashions as decided
by the top designers
and executives in the
fashion industry.
Typically New York
Fashion Week is the
premier fashion extravaganza of the year and
leads up to the major
fashion shows in Los
Angeles, London, Paris
and Milan.
"I look forward to
Fashion Week each
spring," said Elizabeth
Bonin, sophomore. "I
like getting a sneak peak
at the new styles for this
year, and I like seeing
the celebrities that really
appreciate fashion sitting in the front row."
This Fashion Week
opened with celebrities

and actresses wearing
the color red as a part of
the Red Dress Campaign
to raise awareness and
alert women about the
dangers of heart disease.
"I think it is really
commendable that the
fashion show is raising
awareness about the dangers of heart disease,"
said Brooke Rosenwasser, sophomore.
One poster placed
at the entrance to the
opening show from the
U.S. Department of
Health read, "Heart disease is the number one
killer of women."
Major labels Nicole
Miller, Lacoste, BCBG
and Baby Phat debuted
their styles in the first
two days of the weeklong extravaganza.
If the styles being
shown thus far in Fashion Week are any indication, another year
of miniskirts partnered
with tights is expected
to be en vogue, although
it was previously expected to go out of fashion for 2008.

Local Reggae Band Provides Authentic Live Experience

By KELCEY WHEELER
Staff Writer
Tired of the regular routine? Check out
Spred the Dub (misspell
intended), a local reggae
band. Band members
include Micky Vintage,
Iree Che, Johnny Fresh,
Flint Blade and Boris
Fingermon.
Spred the Dub is a band
made up of five unique
musicians who perform
shows every week in the
Boca Raton area that is
quickly gaining fame in
South Florida.

"They really are an
amazing band," said
Jenna Kukis, sophomore. "They are all very
talented, and their music
is so fun to listen to."
The band's musical
roots stem from many
inspirational musicians,
including Bob Marley,
the Grateful Dead and
Jacob Miller.
While Spred the Dub
typically plays original
reggae music, they also
take many classic songs
and make them their
own by adding a distinct,
unique vibe.

"Spred the Dub aims
to provide audiences with
the most authentic live
reggae possible while
shedding a new light
on dub, which is a form
of 'psychedelic reggae'
which emerged in the late
1960s," said Flint Blade,
chapman stick player for
the band.
"The main message
in our music would have
to be love and spreading
the love," said Micky
Vintage, leader singer.
To learn more about
Spred the Dub visit myspace.corn!spredthedub.

MAN HOLDS RECORD FOR STANDING
Feat Remains Unmatched for Over a Decade
By JOE FIERMAN
Staff Writer
Ever imagine that
merely standing around
all day could qualify for
placement in the Guinness Book of World Records? Arulanantham
Suresh Joachim set out
to achieve this prestigious honor by doing

what many do every day
- standing around. The
twist? Joachim did it on
one foot.
From May 22 to 25,
1997, Joachim stood on
one foot at the Vihara
Maha Devi Park Open
Air Stadium in Sri Lanka for a total of 76 hours
and 40 minutes.
Joachim's record has

not been touched since,
and while the public
may not
remember his
lengthy
n arne,
they will
surely remember
his great
feat.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

DISNEY DISCOUNT

NEW CLUB ON CAMPUS

Lynn Offers Presidents' Day Weekend Trip

The iPulse is Looking for Members

Monday, Feb. 11

By JOE FIERMAN
Staff Writer

Karnations for Kids,
11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the Student Center
The Dating Doctor,
6 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
in the Student Center
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By CHRIS EDWARDS
Staff Writer
In an effort to offer
students a break for the
weekend, the Office of
Student Involvement has
arranged for a three day,
two night trip to Walt
Disney World.
The trip will take place
over Presidents' Day
weekend,Feb. 16-18.The
price for Lynn students
will be $169, which is less
than half the price offered
to the general public.
"I'm sure I'll be there,"
said Mark Neil, junior.

"At half the price, who
wouldn't go?"
Cost of the trip includes all transportation,
a two night stay in Disney's All Star Sports Resort and a three day park
hopper pass.
"I think this will be
a great chance to take a
break before midterms
begin," said Anastasia
Andrews, junior.
For more information
stop by the Information
Station in the Student
Center lobby or contact
Mark Adamson at 561237-7153.

The iPulse is forming a student club on
campus. For students
interested in writing,
being creative, or just
voicing their opinions,
this club could be a
perfect fit.
Joining a student
organization is a great
way to become an active part of the Lynn
University community.
Members of the iPulse club can write
about current issues
on campus or even talk
about their favorite best
kept secrets in Boca.
For students not

interested in writing who would like to
get involved, there is
something for everyone. The iPulse has
an art department in
which students can
learn Adobe InDesign
and Photoshop. There
are also opportunities
for those interested in
video, multimedia and
the web.
Whether interested
in writing, designing,
photography, videography, or web, the iPulse
club is a great way to
be creative and have
fun at the same time.
Interested in joining? E-mail ipulse@
lynnuniversity.net.
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TAIWAN RINGS IN THE NEW YEAR
By TAMAE SEKI
Staff Writer

In the United States,
New Year's Day is celebrated at midnight on
Jan. I. However, in China and Taiwan, people
are just now ringing in
the New Year. In fact,
Feb. 7 marked the start
of the new year.
The Chinese New Year
falls on different dates

on the Gregorian calendar each year, which
typically range from
Jan. 20 to Feb. 20. The
Taiwanese and Chinese
follow the Chinese calendar, which is different
from the Western-used
Gregorian calendar.
The Chinese calendar
is based on a combination of lunar and solar
movements. The lunar
cycle is approximately

29.5 days. In an effort
to draw nearer the solar
calendar, the Chinese
add an additional month
once every seven years,
which is why the Chinese New Year falls on a
different date each year.
"For us, the Chinese
New Year is like combining Thanksgiving,
Christmas and the Westem New Year's Day to(Continued on page 2)
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Taiwan Celebrates the New Year
(Continued from page 1)

gether," said Jonathan Lin, a
sophomore who is originally
from Taiwan. "In downtown
Taiwan there is a big festival
every year."
Other countries and locations with a large Asian
population also celebrate the
Chinese New Year. In San

Francisco's Chinatown an annual festival occurs each year.
"The San Francisco festival
in Chinatown is a huge event
and many people come to celebrate each year," said Lin,
who grew up in San Francisco.
"Last year, I celebrated the new
year in San Francisco with my
family eating traditional Chinese food."

Unlike western New
Year's Day celebration
where parties occur on the
eve of the holiday, the Chinese New Year is celebrated
on the day itself rather than
the eve. On the Chinese New
Year's Eve, most people
spend the night with their
families eating a traditional
dinner. On New Year's Day,

City of Taipei

Taroko's Marble Highway

National Palace

Chih-shan Garden

many go to a festival and pray.
"Traditionally, we eat a lot
of dumplings and rice cakes at
dinner on the eve," said Lin.
"We also change our clothes to
new clothes which symbolizes
fortune."
The Chinese New Year is the
one of the most religious, traditional and holy days of the
entire year.
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TOP 10 THINGS TO DO WHILE VISITING TAIPEI
Tourist Attractions That are a Must See in Taiwan's Capitol
By HUNTER BLANKENSHIP
Special to the iPulse
The island nation of Taiwan,
located just off the coast of
China, is one of the world's top
tourist destinations.
For those visitors with a
more adventurous spirit, some
of the highest rated activities
to do in Taiwan include grass
skiing, hiking, snorkeling and
whale watching.
For individuals who enjoy
visiting famous locations and
viewing beautiful scenery, the
top 10 tourist attractions in
Taipei (Taiwan's capital city)
include:
1. Core Pacific City
The "Living Mall" is one of
the first of several large-scale
malls in Taiwan. It is open 24
hours a day, seven days a week.
It contains a total floor space of
204,190 square meters and 19
floors.
2 Miramar Entertainment Park
This shopping mall consists of
a department store, an IMAX
theater and a ferris wheel.
3. Chiang Kai-Shek Memorial
Erected in the memory of the
Chinese president it is named

Views of Taipei 101

after, the hall sits on a park expanding nearly 240,000 square
meters.
4. Taipei 101
With 101 stories, Taipei 101
holds the record of being the
world's tallest building.
5. Yangmingshan National Park
This park has a collection of
peaks, including the highest in
Taipei.
6. National Palace Museum
It holds one of the world's largest collections of Chinese art
and artifacts.
7. Shilin Night Market
Taipei City's largest night market; a very interesting sight to

I
___ _[_
I

see.
8. Taipei Zoo
Contains a leading Tai zoological garden.
9. Maokong Tea Garden
Surprisingly this tea garden is
also a great nightlife for students.
10. Shilin Guandi
A good place for butterfly
watching.

Map of Taiwan

For more information on travel
tips and tourism in Taipei and
Taiwan, visit www.tripadvisor.
com or visit Taiwain's official
Web site at www.gio.gov.tw.

Yangmingshan National Park
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Karnations for Kids
11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in th
Student Cente
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7 p.m. to 11 p.m
in th
Student Cente
SGAMeeting
at 7 p.m. in th
Student Cente
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TAWAIN
TRIVIA

_

Taiwan is an island off
the eastern coast of China between Japan and
the Philippines.
The capitol of Taiwan is
Taipei.
The official language is
Mandarin Chinese.
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The population is 23
million.
The climate of Taiwan is
tropical.
Taiwan was named Isla
Formosa, or "beautiful
island," by the Portuguese who gave it that
name in the 16th century
when they first laid eyes
on it, and for many years
was called Formosa.

Free Speech!
Free Food!
Guest Speaker:
Syndicated Columnist
Douglas M. Bloomfield

Taiwan is Chinese for
terraced bay.
Taiwan is a world leader
in computer technology
and manufactures over
60% of the world's notebook computer.
Taiwan's Taipei 101,
completed in 2003, was
said to be the tallest
building in the world at
five hundred and eight
meters.
Jade Mountain (Yushan),
at nearly 13,000 feet, is
the highest mountain in
all of north Asia.

Sowr:e:
worldinjowne.
com and traveltaiwan.com
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Doris Kearns Goodwin speaks to students, faculty, staff and guests on campus

PULITZER PRIZE WINNER ON CAMPUS
Doris Kearns Goodwin
Speaks to Students, Staff
and Faculty, as well as sits
down with student Ashlea Evans for an exclusive
one-on-one interview

By ASHLEA EVANS
Special to iPulse
Acclaimed historian,
NBC news analyst and
prizewmmng
author,
Doris Keams Goodwin
visited Lynn University
Friday. Keams Goodwin
was invited as a guest
speaker for the Dively
Frontiers and Global-

ization Lecture Series,
which brings outstanding individuals who
have demonstrated exceptional leadership to
Lynn's campus.
In her recent lecture,
Keams Goodwin spoke
to students about her
life as special assistant
to President Johnson,
as well as how her love

of baseball has complimented her passion for
history.
"I thought her lecture was fascinating,"
said Barbara Schwenk,
sophomore. "I was very
impressed by how much
she [Keams Goodwin]
knew. I also thought it
was impressive to see
firsthand all of the in-
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Doris Kearns Goodwin and Ashlea Evans
teresting people she had
met and worked with.
I always thought journalist were in the background."
Following the lecture,
Kearns Goodwin was interviewed by College of
International Communication graduate student
Ashlea Evans, where
she was questioned on
her journey to success.
During the interview,
she spoke openly about
her relationship with
President Johnson and
the years that she spent
with him helping him
write his memoirs. She
also discussed her view
on the current presidential race and which

character traits students
should seek when voting
for the next president.
"It would take a lot
of practice to interview
someone like Goodwin," said Amy Lyus,
freshman. "I would like
to do something like
that. She seemed so nice
and easy to talk with."
Keams Goodwin was
awarded with the Pulitzer Prize for history for
her book, "No Ordinary
Time: Franklin and Eleanor Roosevelt: The
Home Front in World
War II." She is also
well known for being
the first woman to ever
step foot into the Red
Sox locker room.

Free Speech!

Free Foodl
Guest Speaker:
Syndicated Columnist
Douglas M. Bloomfield
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CRIST TO CUT GRANT CAMPUS VIEWS
Florida Resident Access Grant at Risk

Lynn's Butterfly Garden

Gov. Charlie Crist speaks at a news conference .

By CAROLINA GONZALEZ and NICHOLAS HINDHAUGH
Staff Writers

Students
planning
to attend a private college in Florida stand to
lose out in Gov. Charlie
Crist's new education
spending plan.
Crist's budget would
eliminate the Florida
Resident Access Grant
for at least one year. The
grant allocates $3,000
to incoming freshman
who have been a Florida
resident for twelve (12)
consecutive months.
The estimated number of incoming freshman in Florida for fall
2008 is upwards of
15,000. The government
stands to save around
$47,000,000 from this
cut in the budget.
The news has unsettled many students, and

some have decided to
take action against the
proposal.
"My brother is just
about to graduate high
school and would have
been given the grant,"
said Janae Ivery, junior.
"The cut would put
more pressure on my
parents and maybe hinder my brother's chances of attending a private
university."
Students are holding meetings to discuss how the removal
of the grant will affect
Lynn University. Some
students are planning
on sending letters and
making phone calls to
their representatives.
More than 500 students currently receive

the grant at Lynn, and
more were expected to
apply in the fall.
"Education is very
important to us, and the
grant means so much to
a lot of families," said
Lynette Hidalgo, junior.
Hidalgo and Ivery are
two of many Floridians
who are intent on stopping this budget cut.
The Office of Student
Involvement will be setting up a phone bank in
the coming weeks to help
the effort, while groups
on campus will try to
help educate people on
the issue. The proposal
by Gov. Crist will be
voted on in the coming
months and many will
be watching the outcome
with great interest.

Flowers in the Butterfly Garden

By ISABEL LACY
Staff Writer

This week's "Campus
Views" article is dedicated to the Butterfly Garden, recently designated
"A Certified Wildlife
Habitat" by the National
Wildlife Federation.
By taking a closer
look at the views in the
garden, one can gain a
unique perspective of
one of the university's

treasures.
When taking the photograph of the butterfly,
thoughts of paradise
sprang to mind as this
beautiful creature calmly spread its wings on
the flower.
The photograph of the
yellow flowers brings to
mind sunshine because
of the bright and yellow
nature of the plants. The
garden truly has beautiful views.
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Wednesday, Feb. 1
NASCAR Simulator,
at 11 a.m. to 6 p.m. in
the Student Center
Karnations for Kids,
11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
in the
Student Center
Valentine Grams,
:30 p.m. to 10:30 p.m.
in the
Trinity Hall lobby
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CRUSH PARTY ON CAMPUS
Sorority and Fraternity Partner to put on Event
By CAROLINA
GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

Sigma Sigma Sigma
and Alpha Phi Delta are
hosting the annual Crush
Party tonight just in time
to begin Valentine's Day
celebrations. The event
is taking place in the
Green Center from 9
p.m. to midnight.
Despite the name,
this is a Valentine's Day
event that does not require a date. Anyone
who wants to have a

good time with fellow
students is welcome.
The event, known
for its chocolate fountains and live DJ, brings
together students in a
dance environment rarely seen on college campuses. "The Crush Party
is filled with activities
like making cards for
someone special that put
you in the Valentine's
Day spirit," said Tri Sigma member Jess Covert.
The Crush Party may
sound like just a dance,

but it is a chance for
all students to celebrate
Valentine's Day together
without the pressure of
having to get a date. "The
Crush Party has won the
campus-wide Program
of the Year award and
we expect this year to
be even better," said Tri
Sigma member Megan
Neumann.
This is one party
that has no dress code.
Whether students dress
in something casual or
something a little more

formal, there is no need
to worry about fitting in.
Join fellow students
at this year's party for
a chance to have some
fun and potentially find
a new crush.

Alpha Phi Delta members

Tri Sigma sisters pose with their Crush Party t-shirts on as they prepare for tonight's event
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LYNN ATHLETE GOES NATIONAL
Lynn Soccer Player
Tyrell Burgess
scores goal in World
Cup qualifying
match for Bermuda
National Team

By GREGORY BOXELL
Staff Writer

matched the Cayman
Islands against the Bermuda National Team on

Lynn soccer player
Tyrell Burgess kicked
in his first career goal
while playing for the
Bermuda National Team
in a World Cup qualifying match against the
Cayman Islands.
The first round of the
World Cup Qualifiers

Feb. 3.

"Even though it was
the first round of the
World Cup Qualifiers,
I've always played in
front of large crowds,
so it was nothing new,"
said Tyrell Burgess, junior.
Burgess is a starter

for the Bermuda National Team and played
the entire game. In the
18th minute of play he
connected with a right
footed shot that sailed
passed the Cayman Islands goal keeper Tuda
Murphy.
The goal was the only
score for Bermuda as the
Cayman Islands would
(Continued on page 2)
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Burgess Scores for Bermuda National Team l-ITDDEN WORD SEARCH
Find the Soccer Tenns in the Puzzle

(Continued from page 1)

Burgess plays for the Bermuda National Team in a World Cup qualifying match

end up equalizing the
game, resulting in a 1-1
tie. Burgess, a 21-yearold, was in shock after
scoring his first goal.
"It was nice to get
the burden off my back
of scoring my first goal
since it is so tough at
this level," Burgess
said. "It's a really good
feeling!"
Burgess, a native of
Bermuda, lived there
until he came to the
United States nearly six
years ago. He played for
the Under 15 Junior National team while still in
Bermuda and then made
the move to attend high
school at Wilbrham and
Monson Academy in
Springfield, MA.
He would split time
between the states and

his homeland, as he
continued to play for
the Under 17 National
Team and a few years
later for the under 20
National Squad.

"It's a great honor to
play for and represent
your country. I don't
get any benefits and
I'm not on a salary since
I'm still in college, but
it's a nice title to have
and I earned that title,"

said Burgess. "It's a
great personal achievement being able to play
at this level against the
top competition in the
world."
Burgess told the iPulse that he wants to
continue playing soccer
professionally, but his
first and most important
goal is to graduate with
a degree from Lynn
Univer. ity.

Burgess in his dorm room
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NEW CLUB ON CAMPUS
iPulse Looking for Members
By JOE FIERMAN
Staff Writer

The iPulse is forming a student club on
campus. For students
interested in writing,
being creative, or just
voicing their opinions,
this club could be a
perfect fit.
Members of the iPulse club can write
about current issues
on campus or even talk
about their favorite best
kept secrets in Boca.

For students not
interested in writing
who would like to
get involved, there is
something for everyone. The iPulse has an
art department which
focuses on print, video, multimedia and
the web.
Whatever the interest, the iPulse club is
a great way to be creative and have fun at
the same time. Interested in joining? E-mail
pulse@lynn.edu.
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LYNN PRESENTS 24 HOUR THEATER PROJECT
Drama Program to put on First Ever 24 Hour Production
By CARLY DORFMAN
Special to the iPulse
and ISABEL LACY
Staff Writer

On Saturday, Feb. 23
at 6 p.m., Lynn University's Drama Program
is holding a 24 hour
theater project where
participants are able to
write, direct, rehearse,
and perform about a

half dozen short plays.
For the past few
weeks participants have
auditioned for various
parts and roles and are
now gearing up for the
event. For participants
the event starts Friday,
Feb. 22 at 7 p.m.
According to Adam
Simpson, drama professor in the College of
International Communication, "all participants
will gather to begin on
the brainstorming and
writing process, which

will go on throughout the
night and end at 7 a.m."
After 7 a.m., the actors and directors will
start the rehearsal, polishing their parts over
the next II hours. At 6
p.m. Saturday evening,
the curtain will open.
"It is a truly exciting
event to be a part of,"
said Simpson.
The 24 Hour Theater
project performance on
Saturday evening will
be open to the Lynn
community. ·

Drama Program Professors Carrie and Adam Simpson

JACK JOHNSON RELEASES CD DAVID'S
New Album and Tour are Going Green
By KELCEY WHEELER

Staff Writer
Jack Johnson's "Sleep
Through the Static," released on Feb. 5, brings
a softer side of his music
to his listeners, bringing
back the "beachy" chill
melodies of his earlier
albums.
The songs on Johnson's new album have
more electric guitar elements than loyal fans
may be used to, but
without it the songs
would almost be too
mellow.
"It's definitely the
ultimate chilling out
album," said Daniel
Forbes, sophomore. "It
is perfect for driving
along the beach and relaxing. I don't think it's
any better than his earlier work, though."
Along with its relax-

ing melodic tunes, the
album carries with it a
political message about
the worries of the world.
Songs such as "Sleep
Through the Static" deliver a catchy beat with
lyrics that speak out
about how the government has gone too far.
"Sleep Through the
Static" also talks about
how the world is forgetting abut the important things that people
used to enjoy doing,
and how the world is
too materialistic.
Johnson has gone
green with his latest album, which was recorded with 100% solar energy. He also has plans
to keep his upcoming
2008 tour green as well.
Tour vehicles and/or
generators have been
fueled with biodiesel to
help reduce carbon di-

oxide (C02) emissions
by up to 78%.
Johnson plans to track
the impact throughout
his 2008 world tour to
demonstrate how collective action can result in
significant change.
The 2008 tour will
begin in Australia in
March, and Johnson
will be headlining at
music festivals such as
Bonnaroo and Coachella this summer.

Johnson performs on stage

TECHNOLOGY
CORNER
Get News on Newslink
By DAVID SANDY
Special to the iPulse
Often there are times
when an important
event happens in the
hometown of a college
student, but they are
not informed of it until
they receive a call or an
e-mail from a family
member or friend.
Students need wait no
longer. Newslink.org is
a web site that provides
links to all four major
networks and the CW,
as well as national and
local newspapers. Radio stations of various
genres are also available on this web site.
Users can search
by newspaper, station,

network or location,
and there are even
other country's publications available to
search through. Magazines are also available
on the site.
Publications are also
available by categories. Business, alternative, speciality and
campus
newspapers
are on-hand.
For local news,
wherever the location,
the web site to check
out is Newslink.org.
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

EXPERIENCE NASCAR ON CAMPUS

Thursday, Feb. 1

Students Can "Drive" Simulator Car Today in Perper Plaza

Karnations for Kids
11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
in th
Student Cente

By NICHOLAS
HINDHAUGH
Staff Writer

Java Jam wit
Chris Cauley an
ChinuaHawk
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
at th
Cafeteria Pati
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The Office of Student
Involvement is presenting the NASCAR Simulator in the Perper Plaza
today. Students will get
the chance to "drive"
the car made famous by
NASCAR champion Jeff

Gordon beginning at 11
a.m. and lasting throughout most of the day.
"This is an incredible
experience for students
to come and see a real
NASCAR and see just
how it feels to drive at
such great speeds," said
Mark Adamson, coordinator of student involvement. "This is as close as

most people will ever get
to such a fantastic car."
Students wishing to
participate should arrive early to "drive" a
NASCAR.
"I can't wait to test it
out," said Joey McNamara, junior.
For more information,
visit the Information Station in the Student Center.

Adamson and McNamara
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By TAMAE SEKI
Staff Writer

Today
Valentine's
Day is celebrated in almost every country in
the world. Each country
has its own way of celebrating with unique traditions and customs.
How did this holiday
begin, and why is it so
popular today?
During the third century, Rome was ruled by
Emporer Claudius, who
was hated by many, including St. Valentine, a

Catholic priest.
Claudius was trying to create a powerful
army for his empire but
was having difficulty recruiting any men to join
the forces. The emporer
thought no one wanted
to join the army because
every man in Rome had
a wife and family, so he
created a new law that
prohibited marriage.
St. Valentine opposed
this law and performed
marriages secretly.
This process went on
for some time until a

tragedy occurred: St. Valentine's secret had been
discovered by Claudius.
St. Valentine was sentenced to death. While he
was awaiting his death
many individuals visited
him. One such visitor
was the daughter of the
prison guard. On Feb.
14, the day of his death,
he gave the daughter a
note signed, "Love from
your Valentine."
To this day the world
celebrates this holiday
because of St. Valentine's
last profession of love.

Valentine's Day will be no "tragedy" for
sophomores Theresa Tarzia and Dan Strass

At the beach,
on a plane,
in the mall ...
Lynn couples
can be spotted all over
the place!
Clockwise from
left: Alumni
Chad Kliener
with junior
Elizabeth Hubbard, juniors
Isael Lacy and
Eric Lowe,
senior Sarah
,..---- - - - - -.... Nicole Grimmer
with alumni
Michael Hoffer,
sophomores Ali
Abruzzese and
Robert Donaldson, sophomores Casey
O'Donnel and
Danielle Miz.
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Picking out a great
Valentine's Day gift does
not necessarily mean
spending a lot of money.
Material gifts are not the
only things that can be
given on this holiday.
Instead of emptying
the wallet this Valentine's Day, try giving a
gift from the heart that
will truly be meaningful

to that special someone.
"My boyfriend gave
me a dozen roses and a
pack of Mountain Dew,
because he knew it was
my favorite soda," said
Maddie Parker.
Here are four great
tips for choosing the
perfect, thoughtful Valentine's Day gift that
won't break a budget:
1. Writing a letter or
poem is a great way to
impress a sweetheart

and give them some
thing they will adore.
2. Chocolate is a traditional favorite that is
sure to put a smile on almost anyone's face.
3. Planning a special
dinner for a significant
other is another great
way to show affection.
Cooking dinner is always a thoughtful and
inexpensive idea, but
be sure to make it extra
special for this holiday.
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king a meal "lr
is not an option,
~ E>
taking someone out ·..,JQ- -0¥""-(;{). -6J
9
to a special restaurant
~ ~ ~ is always a good choice.
4. Flowers are always giving a personalized or
a great idea for Valen- homemade gift. Follow
tine's Day. This is one the listed tips or think of
gift that is a surefire some creative ideas to
way to show that special have a great holiday.
Giving a specialized
someone that they are
gift
from the heart can be
cared for.
Before spending that even more meaningful
entire paycheck this Val- than that budget breaker
entine's Day, think about gift from the mall.

-~g'"

How Would You Like to Spend Your Valentine's Day?
would first plan to go
a favorite restaurant,
skip the crowds and
back to the house, beyou already know
love each other.
the night worth

Dylan

sophomore

"I would like to spend it with that
one person who would be my
Valentine."
"I wish I could spend it with my
girlfriend, but she's back up in
New Hampshire, so I'm probably
just going to talk to her on the
phone and wish her a happy Valentine's Day, oh and of course
.....__.._, I'm going to send her a card and
some chocolate."

Katy Corva, junior
Mike Rofolsky, junior
"I'd like to spend it with that one special girl, and do the
normal Valentine's day and night."

"My boyfriend and I are going out to dinner. It's also our anniversary so I'm sure he has something special planned. Either way
I'm looking forward to all the chocolate covered strawberries."
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To: Lynette Hidalgo
From: Karina Ortega
-Lynette 'J-liia~o is amazina. She is inte{fiaent ani 6eautifuC
arid '1 Cove her!! She's strona wi{fei anifunny!!
To: Karina Ortega
From: Lynette Hidalgo
-Wliy '1 {ave 'Xarina? 'Because she is smart, strone, confident,
determined, dedicated, my 'B'F'FL, ani my sister!
To: Anna Fischer
From: Anonymous
-'Anna is smart, creative, nice, neat, active, kind, funny, sweet,
fun, carine, ani aenerous.
To: Tana Eriksen
From: Suzette 'James
-'T'ana is the sweetest, lium6fest, down heartedair{'] know,
Advertising Manager
wliicli is wliy she's my 6est friend. '1 Cove lier!
To: Suzette 'James
Tim Cappelli collected and
From: Tana Eriksen
compiled the most heartfelt
-Suzette is the 6est.frie'r]d/roommate anyone couU liave. She is
Valentine's Day sentiments
6eautifu{, nice, smart, 6ossy, funny, and a{ways lias my 6ack.
from Lynn University students.
To: Rob
From: Myles Koch
-When '1 wake uy on a 6eautifuf sunny mornine on the 6eacli
Here are the best Valentine's
next to 'Ro6 it reminds me of the way we Cove eacli other.
To: Anonymous
From: Anayah Miller
-Life an anae{, liis radiant aura caytures my every 6eine; '1 am
6fessei 6ecause lie's heaven's aift to me.
'
To: Anonymous
From: K Krume
To: K.B
-Wlienever '1 see you '1 tliink a6out my liam cliiUiiooi~s,
From: Anonymous
the sun starts to sliine anitlien '1 6eain to smife. '1 tliink o you
-Words cannot exyfain liow '1 fee{, 'l'fut. 'A.{{ '1 can say for now is ani it seems to me tliat '1 liave known you a{{ my fife, a then
'l LOV~YO'U!
'1 tliink liow amazine you are. '}[a.P.PY Vafentine's day!! 'Xisses!
To: Ian Kulas
To: Anonymous
From: Myles Koech
From: Rob Zap
-'Jan reminds me tfie sunset on the 6eadi, anithe warm sa{ty -Vie one wlio tliis aoes out to doesn't liave a c{ue... 6ut a{{ '1 can
air 6rusliine aver my skin.
say is '1 {ave you!
To: A'J
To: Kara Hanley
From: Anonymous
From: Meg Scanlor
-You mafe me ~arkfe.
-Vie areatest Bir{ 'l've ever met, is alWays sweet ani never
mean, aniwi{{ 6e myJrieni unti{ the end.
To: Lynn University
From: Lynette Nixon
To: Kristal
-Lynn is Lave, 'l'furturine ani carinefor me in a way tliat
From: Anonymous
onTy a Caved one can. Lynn Laves ~!
-'Xrista{ is an amazine individua{ anisliou{i reafize she couU
To: Bean 'Johnstone
do so mucli 6etter tlian liim.
From: Liz Bonin
To: Tarn Hamill
-'}{ere at J;:ynn tliere are many o.P.Portunities for Jrie.ndsli!f.
From: Anonymous
'A.mone a{(possi6fe candidates stafu{s my 6est friend, 'Bean
- 'T'am '}[ami{{ is the 6estyerson in the worfd. Slie's on my
jolinstone.
heartj ust fife a tattoo!
To: Kareem Thompson
To: Cristina
From: Gianino Smerilli
From: Samara Wilchins
-Payi '1 Cove you so much, you're my dream come true. '1 wisli
-'My 6est~ni Cristina is tlie most carina ani Covinefrieni '1
tlidt we can watcli a{{ our dreams unfoUtoaether.
liave. She a{ways fistens ani is a{ways there for me.

20 WORDS
OR LESS
2008

if

J
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To: Diana Sankar
From: J'enna Marsden

-'My 6est friend" is alWays there for me, she's actua({y the rave cf my Cife. Wi(( you marry me 'Diana
Sanfar?

COUPLES AROUND CAMPUS

To: Anonymous
From: Chris Batiste

-'My (ave is my ?l.'l'R.
To: J'enna Marsden
From: Diana Sankar

-Jenna you are the sunshine to my Cife.
To: Sully
From: Casey Kantarian

-You're the 6est yhotoBrayher! Pictures are amazitl{j! LitJht writitl{j is awesome! 'T'riyod' =Life
To: Marika Wholas
From: R. Thame
-?1. friend' in eve!Y sense cf the wor£, the J'erson
who is a(ways there to catch me when '1 Ja({.
To: Rhandi Thame
From: Marika Wholas

freshman Whitney Lykins
Freshman Alicia De Olano
with Douglas Taro

-'Rliandi is the most comyassionate, (avir;e and
caritl{j.P..erson. She is my 6est jrnnJ' and is alWays
there when you need' fUr.
To: Michael Porter, and Edward O'Neil
From: Anonymous

-'Michae( and ~award' are the 6est two roommates
a Buy cou(d' ever have. 'T'fiey make me (aueh when
'1 am sad' and' alWays 6ritl{j me Uf when 'l'm in a
6ad' mood: 'T'fiey are a 6iB yart OJ my Cife and 'l'm
the (uckiest yerson alive.
To: Randy Jones
From: Anonymous

-'1-fe's Bot Coofs, Bame and smarts. 'But what's the
6est yart? ']{o one knows 6ut me!
To: Mollie Cain
From: Meghan Norris

-'Mo{tie Cain can hand'fe yain, she is the sunshine
after tfie rain.

Junior Erika Schwartz and her boyfriend, graduate
student Nick Brown love taking road trips together

To: Anonymous
From: Kevin Rabinowitz

-She remindS me of a 6eautij u( red'Jfower that
6(ooms year rourU£. She remind's me cf the Cove 'J've
missedi

To: Taylor DeSaye
From: Whitney Lykins

-'T'ayCor is life a shootinB star. She makes a(( your
d'reams come true!

Sophomores Mark Falcone and Jess Robinson
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RAMONA
CAVANAGH
Staff Writer

NECCO (New England
Confectionery
Company) is the oldest
multi-line candy company in the United States,
pumping out such treats
as NECCO Wafers,
Sweethearts Conversation Hearts and Candy
House® Candy Buttons
since 1847.
Each day, the NECCO factory produces
about 100,000 pounds
of Sweethearts Conver-

sation Hearts, selling
around eight billion individual boxes in six-week
intervals, adding up to a
lot of sugar.
This Valentine's Day
favorite dates all the way
back to the 1860s when
NECCO printed sweet
love notes inside similar shaped candies. With
phrases as sugary sweet
as the candy itself, it is
hard not to fall in love
with the time honored
tradition of Conversation Hearts.
Each year NECCO

creates a new theme
for its popular holiday
hearts. In 2007 NECCO
had an animal theme
with phrases such as
"puppy love" and "bear
hug" imprinted on its
candies.
This year the theme
is weather, with phrases
such as "melt my heart"
and "heat wave" dominating the conversation.
Old favorites such as
"be mine" will still be
seen, while other phrases such as "dig me"
will only appear for one

Ingredients:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 1/4 cups all-purpose flour
3 tablespoons unsweetened cocoa powder
1/4 teaspoon fine salt
1/2 cup (1 stick) unsalted butter, at room temperature
1 cup sugar
2 large eggs, at room temperature
2 teaspoons red gel paste food coloring (see Cook's note)
1 teaspoon pure vanilla extract
1/2 cup sour cream, at room temperature
1 teaspoon white vinegar
1 teaspoon baking soda
Red, pink and white miniature nonpareils, for sprinkling

year.
The Sweetheart Conversation Hearts have
only seven flavors: cherry, banana, orange, lemon, grape, wintergreen
and chocolate.
"My favorite flavor is
chocolate," said Bianca

Manica,
sophomore.
"They kind of taste like
chalk, though."
Celebrate Valentine's
Day this year by buying a box of NECCO
Conversation Hearts and
being a part of a longstanding tradition.

1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees Fahrenheit. Line the muffin tin
with pink or white cupcake liners
2. In a medium bowl, sift together the flour, cocoa powder and salt.
3. In another bowl, beat the butter and sugar on high speed until
light and fluffy, about five (5) minutes. Occasionally tum off mixer
and scrape down the sides of the bowl with a rubber spatula. Reduce the speed to low, add the eggs, one at a time, and mix until
incorporated after each addition. Add the food coloring and vanilla
and mix well.
4. With the mixer on low, alternately add the flour mixture and sour
cream in three (3) additions, beginning and ending with the flour,
waiting until each addition is well incorporated before adding the
next. In a small bowl, combine the vinegar and soda, and once fizzing has stopped, add to the batter and mix well.
5. Divide the batter evenly in the tin, filling each liner about 3/4
full. Bake until cupcakes are set and spring back when touched, approximately 20 to 25 minutes. Cool in the pan for 10 minutes, then
remove and place on a wire rack to cool completely.
6. Decorate with your choice of colored frosting and any other
decorations you wish to add.
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By ASHLEY
FELDMAN

Staff Writer
Valentine's Day is a
day to express feelings
and honor the bond of
love shared with that
special someone.
Sending cards, flowers and chocolates are
common ways for individuals to show affection on this holiday. To
make Valentine's Day
special for that sweetheart, time and effort
should be put into planning something unique
and creative to create a
memorable moment.
For many couples,
spending some quality
time together over a nice
dinner at a special restaurant is the way to go.

"This Valentine's Day
I am taking my date to a
fancy restaurant in Delray Beach," said Jason
Bisciotti, senior.
Other couples enjoy
doing something a little
more
unconventional
for the holiday, having
a nice time while doing
something unique.
"Since my boyfriend
and I both love the
ocean, this Valentine's
Day we are going on a
romantic boat ride," said
Brooke Rosenwasser,
sophomore. "We plan
on carving our initials
on one of the docks so it
will be there forever."
Some couples might
consider spicing things
up a bit by going on a
weekend getaway to
an exotic location such

as a tropical beach.
Something as simple as
spending a few days in
a new city with a loved
one could make the difference between a good
Valentine's Day celebration and a great one.
It is also important
for many couples to celebrate the occasion by
exchanging gifts. While
red roses are a lovely traditional Valentine's Day
gift, giving a unique and
creative gift might be a
better idea for some.
A Valentine's Day gift
or date does not need
to be the most romantic, it just needs to be
something that is well
thought out. That will
make it something that
a loved one will truly
cherish forever.

~2~:s
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By AMANDA
NELSON

Special to the iPulse
Chocolates, cards and
candy hearts are often the
images that spring to mind
when thinking about Valentine's Day. For some,
though, what springs to
mind is: "Party!"
Whether planning a
party for singles, couples or a mixed crowd,
here are some tips for
a great Valentine's Day
party that will be enjoyable for all who attend.

Valentine'' Day theme.

to bring guests closer
together.
• Suggest a Valentine's
Day theme dress code to
get guests into the holiday spirit.
• Use pink, red and
white decorations to enhance the atmosphere of
the party.
• Streamers, balloons
and matching plastic
plates, cups and cutlery
are a must-have for any
holiday party.
• Offer food and beverages that compliment the

Possible items to have on
hand are cranberry juice,
candy hearts, chocolate
and an assortment of
pink and red decorated
desserts.
• Make sure that there
is plenty of theme music so that guests have
something nice to listen
to while they mingle.
• Have fun! Valentine's
Day is a great day to
celebrate love, whether
it is found in a romantic
relationship or between
platonic friends.

Meghan Shea
Michael DeMatteo
celebrate their love all year round

Congratulations to Meghan Shea
and Michael DeMatteo, the 2008
winners of the iPulse 20 Words or
Less competition!
Shea and DeMatteo will be receiving a complimentary Valentine's Day
dinner at the Cheesecake Factor,
who upon hearing about the competition made their generous offer.
iPulse will be on the scene at the
Cheesecake Factory, so look for the
follow up story in a future edition.

To view the iPulse online, visit
www.lynnuniversity.net/ipulse
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No plans for Valentine's Day? Whether
single or in a relationship, Valentine's Day is
one holiday that can be
transformed, for the better, at the last minute.
Do not bother waiting in long lines at restaurants and theaters.
Bring the dinner and
the theater home. Head
to Blockbuster, order in
some takeout, and enjoy the night. No idea of
what movie to rent?

For those in a relationship, Jay Xavier, senior,
said, "You've got to find
one the ladies would
love." Xavier feels that
Pretty Woman, Serendipity, and Fools Rush
In, are the best romantic
choices.
Bonnie Bonincontri,
film apprecation professor,
recommends
Wuthering
Heights,
You've Got Mail, and
The Way We Were as her
favorite romantic films
for Valentine's Day.
"I plan to cozy up
with my boyfriend and
watch one of my favorite

romantic movies," said
student Oriana Guzman,
whose list of favorites
includes The Notebook,
A Lot Like Love, and A
Walk to Remember.
For those who want a
little more humor than
romance, Drew Smith,
senior, has some recommendations. "I would
watch 50 First Dates,
Along Came Polly, and
The Wedding Singer,"
said Smith.
Whether alone or with
a significant other, watching a great DVD can make
anyone's Valentine's Day
more enjoyable.

Junior Elizabeth Hubbard
with her boyfriend Chad
Kliener (Lynn Alum)

Clockwise from top left: Senior Victona Weltz with alumni Torsten Vioch, Erika Schwartz with Nick Brown,
sophomores Jake Podesta and Lauren Ilene Forman, Michael Hoffer with Sarah Nicole Grimmer, and Ali
Abruzzese with Robert Donaldson, are all anticipating a very special Valentine's Day this year!
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Students use the computers in the Assistive Technology Lab. Staff Photo/Isabel Lacy.

CAMPUS LAB TO HELP STUDENTS
By ISABEL LACY
Staff Writer

Assistive Technology
Lab Provides Technical
Equipment to Students
to Assist with Reading
and Writing

The Parents and Families Assistive Technology (AT) Lab is a free
service available to students who seek to improve their reading and
writing skills and make
progress in their academic performance.
The AT lab, which is
open on VVednesdays

from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30
p.m., is located in the
de Hoemle International
Building, room 204.
"The purpose of the
lab is to provide students
with the necessary 'tools'
to improve in their reading and writing assignments," explains Mayra
Camacho, Ph.D. Camacho is an assistant professor and student teaching coordinator in the

Donald and Helen Ross
College of Education.
The AT Lab makes
a number of technical
equipment meant to assist with reading and
writing available to students. A lab coordinator provides information
on the function of the
products. Students are
encouraged to try the
(Continued on page 2)
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(Continued from page 1)

products while visiting the
lab and to take those products
that most seem to help them
home for a two-week trial.
"By having the opportunity
to try new products, at no cost,
students are more willing to
explore different avenues that
can eventually make a great
difference on their academic
performance," explained Camacho, who is coordinating
the AT Lab.
Information on the cost and
where to purchase the products is also available at the lab
so that students know how to
access the products.
"It's good for the students
because it helps them learn
more and understand better,"
said A.G. Kuwamura, sophomore, who is planning on

utilizing the lab's features now ing their money on products
that once they get home and try
that she is aware of it.
Cassandra Keller, Ed.D, is them realize that they don't rean assistant professor in the ally help them. Here, they can
Ross College of Education try the product for free and then
and helped bring the Assis- decide if it's something they
tive Technology Lab to Lynn's want to purchase or not."
campus by applying for a grant
The software available in the
lab includes a phoprovided by Parents and Families
netic word predictor, which gives
Association.
students spelling
"We have softsuggestions
and
ware that helps stupredictions
for
dents plan the outwords in sentences.
line of a research
paper, multi-lanThe
software
can also scan any
guage spell checkers and thesaurus,
document
with
scanning pens that
~~~-;-r;-;v;:;;;:i::;;;--- text into Microwill read out loud
soft Word; read
any text that you highlight on a selected text out loud; and help
page and so much more," said spell unfamiliar words, providing definitions and alternative
Camacho.
"This AT Lab can save stu- suggestions.
The program also has a
dents from going out and spend-

speech input, allowing users
to talk into the computer and
convert their spoken words
to text. The lab's homophone
support helps identify and provide audible definitions for like
sounding words to improve
accuracy. A talking dictionary
with more than 180,000 words
is also available.
"I believe that this lab is
going to help students in the
long term," said Gustavo Cordova, senior. "It provides an
opportunity for students to get
some help."
To take advantage of this
free service, visit the AT Lab.
A student ID is required to
check out any items. No appointment is necessary.

A tool in the AT Lab

LYNN UNIVERSITY'S RESIDENCE HALLS
Housing That is Worth Taking a Second Look
By AMANDA CARTINE
Staff Writer

At Lynn, moving to
off campus housing after freshman year seems
to be a common occurrence.
What many do not
know is that life in the
residence halls after
freshman year only gets
better.
Residences halls Trinity, Freiburger and de
Hoernle are typically
filled by underclassmen,
specifically freshmen.
While the living space
in these rooms may seem
tight at times, there are
many amenities included
that most first year college dormitories at other
universities lack.
Residence hall amenities include sinks, well

kept furniture, separate
closet space, carpeting
and sometimes even
a great view of one of
Lynn's freshwater lakes.
There are many positive aspects to living on
campus. One such benefit is that living in the
residence halls gives
students the chance for a
traditional and meaningful college experience.
Living in the residence
halls can make it easier to

meet friends, make it to
class on time as well as
make it easier and more
convenient to participate
in various school activities. It is also affordable
and therefore idyllic to
many.
"I like living in a
dorm because all your
friends are always close
by," said Sarah Shumaker, sophomore. "I think
moving off campus can
isolate you from your

friends at school."
While there are some
negative aspects to being a freshman living
on campus, such as a
lack of space and communal bathrooms, keep
in mind that those things
will likely change in the
years ahead.
Upperclassmen get to
choose which residence
hall they would like to
live in and get first picks
in the Lynn and E.M.
Lynn Residence Centers.
Both the Lynn and
E.M. Lynn Residence
Centers are equipped
with private bathrooms,
vanity space, walk in
closets and much more
room for the living area.
Before moving off
campus, take a look at
all that Lynn's residence
halls have to offer.

The room's walk-in closet.
Staff Photo/A. Cartine.

E.M. Lynn. LU Photo.
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FREE RICE: PLAY GAME, FIGHT HUNGER
Saving The World One Game, and One Grain, at a Time
By AMANDA NELSON

Special to the iPulse

In support of
he Un ted atlons
World Food Propam

For those who find
themselves bored at work
and playing Solitaire, or
distracted in the library
checking Facebook for
the third time, there is
now a better way to spend
time in front of the computer screen: Freerice.
com. This web site has
with a vocabulary game
where players are not
only learning, they are
helping to feed the poor.
How does it work?
FreeRice is a nonprofit
web site sponsored by
the United Nations World
Food Program (WFP),
the world's leading food
agency, that donates rice
to starving people all
over the world.
For each word defined correctly in the
game, FreeRice donates
20 grains of rice to the
organization. FreeRice
has stated that the two

goals of the web site are
to provide free English
vocabulary help to the
public and to help end
world hunger by providing rice to the hungry.
The web site has a database of several thousand vocabulary words
with different degrees
of difficulty. At the start
of play, FreeRice displays different words at
each level of difficulty,
enabling the user to set
their own level based on
how well they do with
each word.
The game has 55 levels in total, although the
web site itself states that
it is rare to achieve a level of 48 or higher.
"The site is very interesting, and it's for a good
cause," said Erika Lahti,
junior. "I learned some
new words and donated
280 grains of rice!"
FreeRice.com
launched in Oct. 2007
and during the first
month alone donated
more than 500,000,000
grains of rice.
Lynn alum Christiane Hill donated 3,000
grains of rice in 15 minutes. "It's so addicting,"
said Hill. "My goal was
to reach 3,000 grains,
and I made my goal in
no time."
When FreeRice began
in October they were
donating 10 grains of
rice per correct answer,
and now due to its overwhelming success the
program was able to up
the donation to its current 20 grains of rice per

correct answer.
Who pays for all of
that rice? Since FreeRice is a nonprofit web
site, they have hundreds
of sponsors, including
Office Depot, Sirius Radio, Hanes, Microsoft
and Regent International
Hotels.
According to the
United Nations, about
25,000 people die each
day from hunger or hunger-related causes, and
most of those people are
children.
The efforts of FreeRice have been gaining
the attention of some of
the world's most popular
media sources. National
Public Radio stated that,
"The web site offers a
greater gift: the gift of
awareness about world
hunger."
CBS Evening News
stated that FreeRice is
"an international, viral
sensation. [...]They will
be improving thousands
of lives, all with a simple, collective, click of a

mouse."
The popularity of the
web site has not gone
unnoticed in the college
community. Facebook
has recently added an
application to its social
networking site to support FreeRice. There
are two Facebook applications supporting the
cause, and combined the
applications have over
500 daily users.

As of Feb. 14, FreeRice
has
donated
18,626,510,490 grains
of rice.
"It's so much fun,"
said Ashton Duncan, junior. "I could be on it all
day!"
Become active in the
cause to help world hunger while learning vocabulary and having fun
at the same time. Visit
freerice.com today.

WFP Rice Purchases: Top 10 Origin Countries for the year 2007

Ecuador

4'11.

To view the iPulse online, visit
www.lynnuniversity.net/ipulse
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CAMPUS CALENDAR

Wed., Feb. 2
Multicultural Day,
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m.
outside the
Student Center
CEO Series featuring
Jeff Bleustein,
6p.m.
in the
de Hoemle Lecture
Hall, Green Center

SMOOTH HANDLING
Student's Stylish Porsche
By DYLAN REGAN
Staff Writer

Nick Johnson, junior,
is the owner of a 2000
Porsche Baxter. "The
car is nothing but a joy
to drive," said Johnson.
The car has attitude
and performance to
match. The handling is
smooth, and its midshipmounted engine and

well-balanced suspension make the car very
responsive. Johnson believes this luxury car really puts the fun back in
driving.
"I bought my Baxter
pre-owned and it is by
far the finest handling
car I have ever driven,
and that includes several other Porches," said
Johnson.
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One of Lynn's seven freshwater lakes, taken from the
cafeteria patio. Staff Photo/Isabel Lacy.
By ISABEL LACY
Staff Writer
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CAMPUS VIEWS

Nick Johnson's 2000 Porsche Baxter

This week's campus
view is of one of Lynn's
seven freshwater lakes.
The lake pictured above
is located between Trinity and the Lynn Student
Center where the cafete-

ria and Knights' Court
are located.
The reflection of the
sun on the water in this
view is something that
can be very stress relieving. To see a beautiful
nature scene such as this
can add serenity to anyone's day.

HOTTEST SPRING SHOE TRENDS
From Python Pumps to Vintage and Vinyl
By ASHLEY FELDMAN
Staff Writer

and flats are also fashionable for the season.

Now is the time to get
in style for spring. One
staple in every woman's
wardrobe is shoes. To
update a shoe closet,
pick out a few new pairs
that are in line with the
season's trends.
The runway trends
from Fashion Week
included a touch of
feminine elegance with
styles from the 1920s
and 1930s.
White t-strap sandals
with high heels as well
as nude-colored pumps

Pump by Vince Camuto
"I have at least six
pairs of flats that I wear
all the time because they
are so stylish and comfortable," said Hillary
Denver, sophomore.
One popular choice
this season is vinyl
sandals and flats. Pick
up a classic clear style

or sport a shimmering
rhinestone buckle for a
unique touch.
Python t-strap sandals
are a stylish alternative
to the exotic handbag

Sandal by Taryn Rose
"I just bought the hottest pair of python t-strap
shoes from Guess," said
Elizabeth Bonin, sophomore. "They are great to
wear at nighttime."
Python and croc-embossed sandals with cov-

ered heels and simple
crossover buckles are a
top trend this spring in
red, metallics and black.
An upcoming trend for
spring and summer will
be a slip-on sandal with
a super-femine fringe
that will create a unique
take on the basic look.

Heels by Betsey Johnson
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Actors, writers and directors of the 24-Hour Theater Project. LU Photo/Denise Belafonte.

24-HOUR THEATER PROJECT A HIT
By lEN O'TOOLE

Students Write,
Direct and Star in
Original Productions
Put Together in Only
24Hours

Editor

On Friday, Feb. 22, at
7 p.m., Lynn launched its
first ever 24-Hour Theater Project, conducted
by Professors Adam and
Carrie Simpson.
For the project, a
group of actors, writers
and directors composed
of faculty and · students

came together to write,
direct and act in an original production. The entire process was to take
only 24 hours.
At the start of the 24
hours writers chose a
play title from a list of
30 titles they had never
before seen. The names
of 26 actors were drawn
by the writers to see who
would star in each pro-

duction. A director for
each play was also chosen at this time.
The teams gathered
all around the campus to
plan their course of action. The writers began
bringing their scripts
to life while the actors
and directors tried to get
some sleep.
(Continued on page 2)
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(Continued from page 1)
"I got about four
hours of sleep while
the writers were doing
their thing, and four
hours was definitely
not enough," said Carly Dorfman, junior.
When the writing
was completed scripts
were handed to the actors who then memorized and rehearsed
their lines. The Directors began instructing
the actors on what to
do with their roles.

"The
hours
just
meshed together," said
Karl Ganey, senior. "By
show time, we were
all ready to go to bed."
Ganey wrote the play
"Every Time I See You,
I Expect it to be the
Last."
The doors opened to
the public at 5:45 p.m.
Saturday for the 6 p.m.
perfonnance. The lights
went up and six different
plays were perfonned,
all ending around 7 p.m.,
exactly 24 hours from

the starting time.
"The 24 hours were
crazy," said Dorfman.
"It was definitely worth
not sleeping." Dorfman
plans to be involved in
next year's production.
"This is one of the
best things I've been involved with here," said
Ganey. "I met a lot of
people I've never seen
before, and even though
I was sleep deprived, it
was an awesome experience. I'd do it again in a
heartbeat."

Adam and Carrie Simpson. LU Photo/D. Belafonte.

DINING HALL GETS NEW DESIGN
Students Enjoy an Easier Process for Getting Food
By ROBERT ZAP
Staff Writer
The Elmore Commons Dining Hall, better
known to students simply as the "cafeteria," is
a common place to find
friends, faculty and students eating during meal
times.
New to the cafeteria
is what is actually an old
service that the university has reinstated: the
check-in service.
It is now required that
students drop off bags at
the entrance to the dining
hall. This makes it easier
for students to receive
their meals and allows
students to move about
freely without worrying
about their belongings.
It is also required that
students, faculty and
staff present their Lynn
University ID when entering the dining hall.
The dining hall has
also recently undergone
a makeover designed

to eliminate backed up
lines and slow service.
Now the kitchen and
its staff are running
smoothly and serving
food without a problem.
"Lunch has been a
lot better since the new
design," said Adam Kadane, sophomore. "It
works better than the
last setup and it is much
quicker."
students
Overall,
seem to like the newly
remodeled dining hall
and it seems to have significantly improved the
process of getting food.

A student gets a sandwich in a new food line

Salads are served up

Dining Hall Hours

Monday to Friday
Breakfast:

7:30 -9:30a.m.
Lunch:
11:15 a.m.- 1:15 p.m.
Dinner:

4:30-7 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday
Brunch:
11 a.m. 1 p.m.
Dinner:

4:30- 6:30 p.m.

Students get their food made to order

Student IDs are checked
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GO GREEN AROUND THE GLOBE
Tips for Saving the Environment While Having a Great Spring Break
By AMANDA TOMEC
Staff Writer
Spring break is a time
when students finally
have a chance to take a
much needed break from
the semester. Some stay
local, some head home
and some travel to exotic locations.
Regardless of the
destination, students everywhere can make an
effort to have a green
spring break.
If traveling by plane,
use e-tickets instead of
paper tickets. Not only
does this save paper,
there is an average of $30
in savings per ticket.
Airlines stand to save
$3 billion annually just
by using e-tickets instead of the traditional
paper ticket.
"Using an e-ticket

is so much easier than
printing a boarding
pass," said Drema Carpenter, junior. "I always lose my print-out
anyway."
If everyone used etickets instead of the traditional boarding passes,
there would be enough
paper saved to provide
every person in India
with a boarding pass.
Another way to go
green when flying during
spring break is to pack
lightly. For every extra
ten pounds per traveler
an additional 350 million gallons of jet fuel is
required per year. That
amount of fuel is enough
to keep a 747 flying continuously for ten years.
Pack toiletries instead
of relying on those supplied by the hotels. Plastic waste is significantly

reduced if personal
products are brought
to the hotel rather than
taken from it. One single
hotel room in Las Vegas disposes more than
150,000 plastic bottles
of shampoo a year.
Do not change the
linens or the towels in a
hotel room every single
day. Clean sheets are not
provided on a daily basis at home, so it is likely
that they are not needed
in a hotel, either.
The average hotel
room uses over 200 gallons of water per day.
Cutting back on the
amount of water used by
washing linens and towels could save 40% of a
hotel's overall water use.
Keep these green tips
in mind while traveling
the globe this spring
break.

Brittany Pilarski and Amanda Tomec enjoy their
spring break in Mexico.

Michelle Rosenthal and Morgan Dlugash spend time
at the beach during spring break.

FLASHBACK FRIDAY
Students Enjoy a Blast from the Past
By CHRIS EDWARDS
Staff Writer
On Friday Feb. 22
the Residence Hall Association (RHA) held
Flashback Friday, an
event that gave students
the chance to reconnect
with their childhood by
listening to music from
the 80s and 90s.
"I had such a blast,"
said Anastasia Andrews,
junior. "I haven't had
that much fun since I
was a kid."
Favorite
childhood

games such as Scrabble,
Candyland, Chutes and
Ladders, Clue, Operation and 1\vister were
also on hand.
lcees were even available as a special sweet
treat for the students.
"It was a great time,"
said Greg Woodbury,
junior. "The only thing
missing was LEGOs."
Classic squirt gun
games took place for
those students who did
not get involved in a
board game.
"I think RHA did a

great job," said Mark
Neil, junior. "It was fun
to play games and talk to
other students I have not
met before."

Some "flashback" board games from the event

Karina Ortega and Sayan
Becker playing Scrabble

Toni Gerald, Alyssa Milano and Lynette Hidalgo from
RHA take a break from gaming to greet the iPulse.

To view the iPulse online, visit
www.lynnuniversity.net/ipulse
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Thurs., Feb. 2
Juggling Time
Demands: Work,
Family and Fun
at 2 p.m.
in the de Hoernle
International Center
Black History
Guest Speaker
Dorothy Davis,
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
in the Green Center
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HAVE A SAFE SPRING BREAK
Carnival Activities to Include Obstacle Course,
Dunk Tank, Video Driving & Rollover Simulator
By LAURA VANN
Special to the iPulse
For the third straight
year, Lynn University is
striving to remind students to be safe during
spring break.
Today, from II :30 a.m.
to I :30 p.m., on the lawn
between Lynn's Student
Center and the Louis and
Anne Green Center on
campus, the Counseling Center is hosting the
third annual Safe Spring
Break Carnival.
The carnival is organized each year by the
university's Counseling
Center, psychology faculty and student development staff. This year's
activities include an
obstacle course, a dunk
tank and video driving
game.
The Florida Highway
Patrol will be on campus
with a rollover simulator
to show actual repercussions of driving under
the influence. Tiarra

Norcross, junior, cannot
wait for this years safe
spring break. "I am really excited to participate
in the obstacle course,"
said Norcross. "It sounds
like a lot of fun."
Students who sign a
pledge to either abstain
from alcohol or drink in a
responsible manner will
receive a free t-shirt.
The afternoon will
feature food, music and
informational
booths
from the Lynn Counseling Center and outside
organizations including
Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD,) The
Dori Slosberg Foundation, Narcotics Overdose
Prevention
Education
and Double Eagle Distributors promoting their
"Responsibility Matters"
campaign.
For additional information on Lynn's third
annual Safe Spring Break
Carnival, contact Gail
DeCina at gdecina@lynn.
edu or 561-237-7468.
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FEBRUARY IS BLACK HISTORY MONTH
How This Annual Tradition Got its Start and Continues to Thrive
By RAMONA
CAVANAGH
Staff Writer
February is known as
Black History Month,
but few actually know
how Black History
Month came to be. It is,
in fact, a federally recognized and nationally
celebrated month.
Black History Month
owes much of its existence to Dr. Carter G.
Woodson.
Woodson completed
his schooling in a time
when segregation was
in full effect and "black
schools" were only allowed to be in session
for four months a year.
Determined, Woodson
not only completed his
education, but went on
to receive his Ph.D from
Harvard University.

During his time in
academia, Woodson noticed that much of the
history books, written
and printed by white
men, seemed to exclude
the impact and presence
of black history.
He then founded the
Journal of Negro History and established
the Association for the
Study of Negro Life and
History, where black
history was taught and
recognized.
In 1926 Woodson
founded Negro History Week, where the
achievements of great
black individuals could
be studied and recognized.
In 1976, the week became a month, and was
re-titled Black History
Month.
"We should empha-

size not Negro History,
but the Negro in history,"
said Woodson in 1926 at
the founding Negro History Week.
"What we need is not
a history of selected races or nations, but the history of the world void of
national bias, race hate,
and religious prejudice."
February was chosen
because of the birthdays of Frederick Douglass, an escaped slave,
prominent abolitionists
and civil rights leader,
and President Abraham
Lincoln who abolished
slavery in the confederate states.
"I'm really proud
Black History Month is
a nationally observed
holiday," said Brandon
Kennedy, junior. "I think
it is necessary to take the
time to recognize all the

contributions black
people
have made
to
society."
"I think
Black History Month
is time to
pay homage to all
the great
black individuals,"
said Jay
Xavier,
senior.
"These are
Dr. carter G. Woodson, founder
individuals who paved and hip-hop artist Brad
the way for the younger News Brown.
With February comgeneration of African
Americans."
ing to a close, now is a
Lynn University rec- good time to reflect on
ognized this month on the historic and cultural
campus with the musi- value that this nationally
cal group Black Violin, celebrated and honored
comedian Cocoa Brown month commemorates.
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FROM JAZZ TO HIP HOP BSU PRESENTS
Louis Armstrong, Little Richard and Others Dorothy Davis, Expert on DiHelp Shape the Music Industry Forever
plomacy, Speaks on Campus
By KELCEY
WHEELER
Staff Writer
For decades African
American music has told
the story of struggles,
joy and loyalty from the
days of slavery and discrimination to the evolution of the civil rights
movement.
African
American
music has also helped
to bring people of all
races together. Before
America's strides toward
equality and justice,
music such as jazz and
blues provided a venue
by which people of all
races could be judged
not by the color of their
skin, but by their musical talent.
"The
Memphis
Blues," written by freed
slaves in the south, was
published in 1912. Ma

Rainey and Bessie Smith
were some of America's
first African American
music stars.
In the late 1800s jazz
was introduced to America by way of black culture in New Orleans.
Some of what many
claim is the greatest jazz
was made at this time
by performers such as
Louis Armstrong, Jelly
Roll Morton and Buddy
Bolden.
The African American
culture also had much influence on the music and
dance aspects of Broadway shows. On May 23,
1921, "Shuffle Along,"
the first in a series of
popular musicals featuring black talent, opened
at the 63rd Street Musical Hall in New York.
On Oct. 29, 1923,
"Runnin' Wild" opened
at Colonial Theatre on

..

Broadway, which introduced America's first
dance craze to the world.
The dance became
known as "The Charleston" and took over dance
halls in North America.
In 1954 Richard Penniman, also known as
Little Richard, recorded
"Thtti Frutti," and Chuck
Berry recorded "Maybelline." Both performers influenced the Beatles and Elvis Presley and
played huge roles in the
development of rock-nroll.
The influence of African American performers in the music industry
has only increased over
the years, with artists
such as Sean Kingston,
Lil Wayne, Flo Rida and
countless others transcending the boundaries
of race topping the musical charts.

By lEN O'TOOLE
Editor

Renowned guest lecturer Dorothy Davis
will lead a discussion
on world peace and
equal human rights this
evening at 6 p.m. in the
Green Center. Davis was
invited by the Black Student Union (BSU) and all
are welcome to attend.
During the presentation, Davis will explain
how black history has
affected not only America but the world. Davis
will also be highlighting
the work she has done
with the United Nations
since 1999.
Davis developed and
managed the United
Nations Development
Program's
(UNDP)
Goodwill Ambassador
Programme and consistently advocates pushing
peace and understanding
throughout the world.
"I'm really excited
that she is coming to
speak," said Carly Dorfman, junior. "I'm all for
equal rights and human

rights. I love what the
United Nations does for
people and how we can
learn from this important organization."
Although Davis is
quite active with the
United Nations, her main
project is the Diasporan
Touch, which is an international public affairs
firm in New York City.
Davis serves as the
founder and president of
the firm which promotes
economic development
and
entrepreneurship
worldwide.
Born in Liberia, Davis
was raised in Nigeria,
Thnisia,
Switzerland,
and the United States
with a Caribbean heritage that includes Barbados, Belize, Cayman
Islands, Cuba, Jamaica
as well as Haiti.
She incorporates her
unique,
multicultural
perspective and experience in her work to her
presentations.
Davis received a
bachelor's degree m
broadcasting and film
from Boston University.

"
Today's popular music
artists, such as Sean
Kingston (right), could
not exist without the
influences and achievements of musicians such
as Uttle Richard (above
right) and Chuck Berry
(above left).

Lynn's Black Student Union brings Davis to campus
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AFRICAN AMERICAN ATHLETES: THE
INFLUENTIAL AND INSPIRATIONAL
Student Athlete Gregory Boxell Sheds Light on the Influential History
of Some of the Most Successful African American Athletes
By GREG BOXELL
Staff Writer
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#24 Greg Boxell, Lynn
basketball player
For centuries professional sports have
been recognized as one
of America's beloved
cultural pastimes. This
pastime was not always
one of equality. Up until
the 1940s most sporting
events were separated
by race.
The few African
Americans who were
brave enough and able
enough to step over the
dividing line helped
break racial barriers despite the emotional and
physical punishment and
criticism.
These sports figures
would become icons
not only for their race,
but for their respective
sports as well.
Perhaps one of the
most notable African
Americans to break the
color barrier was Georgia native Jack ("Jack-

ie") Roosevelt Robinson.
He became the first African American to play in
Major League Baseball
(MLB). On April 15,
1947, Robinson made
his debut, opening the
doors for many other
African Americans in
baseball and other professional sports.
"Despite being a great
player, Jackie Robinson
paved the way for more
blacks to play," said
Robyne Hughes, junior.
A name that may not
pop out to some sports
fans is cyclist Marshall
"Major" Taylor.
In 1896, at the age of
18, Taylor turned pro.
He had 21 victories and
enough points to become America's first African American National
Cyclist Champion.
He is also the first
athlete in the first sport
where the national title
was won by an African
American.
Many fans and columnist credit Chuck Cooper for opening the door
for African Americans
by becoming the first to
play in the NBA.
Other men who made
huge strides and changes for African American
athletes were Bill Russell, Wilt Chamberlain,
Oscar Robertson and Elgin Baylor.
The gridiron was also
affected by the onset of

Michael Jordan soars through the air for a slam dunk
African Americans playing professional football.
Fritz Pollard and Bobby
Marshall became the
first two African Americans to play in the NFL
in 1920.
Ernlen Tunnel became
the first African American to be inducted into
the NFL's Hall of Fame.
Throughout his career,
he recorded 79 interceptions (second all time),
was a part of two championship teams and was
selected to the pro bowl
nine times.
There were many
firsts, and then there
were
many greats.
Named "The Greatest of
All Time," Muhammad
Ali transformed the sport
of boxing and became a

global icon. It was not
his lightning-quick fists
or his gracefulness in the
ring that separated him
from other boxers, but
his wittiness and charisma that won crowds and
boxing fans over.
He was named "Athlete of the Century" by

GQ magazine, "Sportsman of the Century" by
Sports Illustrated magazine and "Personality of
Century" by the BBC.
Besides his dominating career in the ring, Ali
probably helped change
the world more than he
changed the sport of
boxing. His relentless
efforts to help the poor,
injured and sick have
saved lives all across the
world.
"Muhammad Ali is
the greatest of all time,
and even more so because he devoted his
free time to the needy,"
said Michael Baptiste,
freshman. "He was a
true professional."
Ali preached tolerance,
understanding,
love and served as an
ambassador
between
feuding nations. As a
humanitarian, he was
awarded the Lifetime
Achievement
Award,
Continued on page 5

Muhammad Ali in fighting stance
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players. He is now recognized as arguably the best
to ever play the game.
"I think Jordan's an
icon not just in basketball, but for all sports
in general. Even the top
athletes look up to him,"
said Lindsey Caruana,
junior.
These great athletes have paved the
way for the top African
Americans in sports
today. Names like Tiger Woods, Venus and
Serena Williams and
Le'Bron James are all
at the upper echelon of
their sports.

Jackie Robinson smiles proudly in his Brooklyn
Dodgers uniform

United Nations Messenger of Peace, and he was
also named the International Ambassador of
Jubilee 2000, which is a
global organization dedicated to lowering debt
in developing nations.
He also hand-delivered medical supplies to
children across the world
and provided 232 million meals to the world's
starving.
Ali was one of the
greatest boxers of all
time, and has arguably
contributed more to
world peace than any
other athlete.
Possibly one of the
most influential modern
athletes in the world, and
certainly in the National
Basketball Association
(NBA) is Michael "Air"
Jordan.
Jordan played in the
NBA for 14 seasons,
shattering records and
setting milestones in sev-

eral statistical categories.
Jordan's passion for
the game and acrobatic
style of play took part in
his receiving six championship rings and an
Olympic gold medal.
Captivating fans from
all over the world, his
popularity helped globalize the sport of basBoston Celtics player
Bill Russell
ketball.
T h e
phrase "I
wanna be
like Mike"
became just
as common
to children
as
their
ABC's. His
story of pursuit to the
NBA and
determination to win
has inspired
millions
of young
basketball
Wilt Chamberlain poses with a basketball
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IS AMERICA READY FOR BARACK OBAMA?
Professor Discusses the Possibility of Obama Becoming President
By NICHOLAS

HINDHAUGH
Staff Writer

Each semester Lynn
hosts an American
Studies Series, which
encompasses the civic
and political lectures,
forums and presentations and is hosted by
the American Studies
program in the College
of Arts and Sciences.
This semester the
American Studies Series
started off by asking the
question, "Is America
Ready for a Black or
Woman President?"
Robert Watson, Ph.D,
answered the question
by conducting a lecture
based around the two
main democratic frontrunners: Hillary Rodham Clinton and Barack
Hussein Obama.
Watson, the author
and editor of 25 books,
provided an in-depth
analysis of the 2008
presidential election and
specifically the challenges facing the two
Democratic candidates.
When asked if America is, indeed, ready for a
black president, Watson
said that, in general, "we
are not ready for an African American president"
going by the fact that
there have only been
three African American
senators since the reformation of government.
"I do not feel that
Americans are free from
racism and the issues
that come with it," said

Watson.
However,
Watson
does believe that American should be ready for
a black president, and
that Obama is a different
case entirely. Watson described Obama as "fresh,
inspirational and someone who gives hope."
He even went so far as to
compare him to John F.
Kennedy. He also cited
the fact that in only 12
months Obama has managed to raise more than
$100 million dollars in
campaign funds.
Watson's lecture discussed the importance
of this time in American
history and the fact that
this may be one of the
most crucial elections
that the country has
faced.
"The election of an
African American as
president has been long
overdue," said Watson.
This year "the votes will
really count."
The outcome of this
year's election is set to
be one of the most exciting in years, and it
will certainly affect the
American people for
generations to come.
"This could be the
most important moment
in political history since
the fall of the Soviet

Barack Obama. Photo/DePauw University.

TODAY'S INFLUENTIAL
AFRICAN AMERICANS:
Spotlight on Barack Obama
By DYLAN REGAN
Staff Writer

Illinois Senator Barack Obama is a leading contender in the
2008 race for the White
House.
Though Obama arrived in the state Senate
in 1997, he first gained
national
recognition
when he delivered his
keynote speech at the
2004 Democratic National Convention.
In 2005, Time Mag-

azine dubbed Obama
one of the "100 Most
Influential People in the
World."
Obama is the author of two best-selling
books, including his
2006 "The Audacity of
Hope," which discusses
his political convictions.
His presidential campaign has ignited a grassroots movement across
the country, and he has
been what many call a
powerful role model for
untold black youth.

During his campaign Obama has been
an advocate for both
change and hope, inspiring many across
the nation.
"Change will not
come if we wait for
some other person or
some other time. We
are the ones we've
been waiting for. We
are the change that we
seek," said Obama.
America will have to
wait to see if Obama's
change will take place.
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Q&A WITH BERNARD LONDON!
In ternational Relations Student Explains Why He Supports Barack
Obama in 2008 Presidential Race
By CAROLINA
GONZALEZ
Staff Writer

ally inspiring, and he is a
guy that has really good
ideas.
Q: What are some of
Obama 's ideals that you
identify with most?
A: First of all, he is initiating change. Obama does
not just talk about politics
like everybody else does
in this world today.
He is going deep and
focusing on many issues
such as international issues, domestic issues
and all these kinds of
things the world is facing today.
We have a lot of challenges, and he is addressing a lot of those
challenges the world is
facing.

Bernard Londoni

Bernard Londoni, a
junior studying international relations, aspires
to go into politics after
graduation. He is an
avid Barack Obama supporter and is very keen
on Obama's vision.
Recently the iPulse
sat down with Londoni
to discuss his political
views and find out why
Obama is such an important figure to him.
Q: Why are you a Barack Obama supporter?
A: He is the kind of person that I have found re-

Q: What do you think
the impact would be if
Obama wins the race
and becomes America's
first black president?
A: I don't think that can
be an issue, because if
that was going to be
an issue he couldn't be
where he is today. It may
have an impact down the
road, but so far I can say
he is doing well. He can
even win the general
elections.
Q: Do you think that a
black man running for
president and possibly becoming president
will inspire other black
Americans?

A: I can see this society
becoming more united
because Barack Obama
is African American, but
the people who are interested in his politics are
not only African American.
He is a guy who is
talking about uniting
people, and that is what
is putting him in this
position today. So yes,
he might come up with
the strategy to bring the
people together.
That's the message
he's passing to people:
the message of uniting
Americans .. That's why
he's doing well in the
race.

embracing new politics.
That is why I believe he
can do better than Hillary Clinton.
Q: You had stated that
you want to go into politics. What country would
you like to serve?
A: I'm from the Democratic Republic of the
Congo and if I do get
into politics I will definitely serve my country.

Q: Any final thoughts for
our readers?
A: Personally, I like
both candidates Barack
Obama and Hillary
Clinton, but I support
Barack Obama for what
he stands for. He stands
for the people, and he
is there to unite Americans. As of today, Barack Obama has shown
his ability to bring people together.

Q: Why do you think Barack Obama is a better
candidate than Hillary
Clinton?
A: I believe Barack
Obama is a better candidate because of his
personality. People are
talking about experience
as a way to elect a better
candidate, but the way I
see it there are ideas and
policies, and today you
can see that.
I can testify to you
that there is no magic
solution or any magic
formula to resolve problems that we are facing
as a people.
We have to get away
from the old politics
and embrace the new
politics, and Barack
Obama is a guy who is

Junior Bernard Londoni supporting Barack Obama

To view the iPulse online, visit
www.lynnuniversity.net/ipulse
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TIDBITS
Black History
Month Facts
• "Billie Jean" by Michael Jackson was the
first video by an African American artist to
air on MTV.
• Tyra Banks was the
first African American woman to grace
the cover of the Sports
Illustrated swimsuit
edition.
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NIKE DOES IT AGAIN
King of Sneakers Honors Black History
Month with Limited Edition Shoe
By RAMONA
CAVANAGH
Staff Writer
Nike is known as the
king of sneakers. Nike
has been the leader in
setting trends for sneaker
fans, curb dwellers, athletes and rappers alike
for years.
In 2002, rapper Nelly
wrote a rap song dedicated to the greatly coveted Nike Air Force One
sneaker.
The Nike check sign
logo has become a world-

wide recognizable symbol that people associate
with comfort, style and a
level of street smarts.
"I have all my Nike
shoes," said Greg MacKay, sophomore. "For
running, golf, and hoop
shoes, I only buy Nike. I
have brand loyalty."
Nike makes a point to
produce limited edition
sneakers and dedication sneakers. Not only
does this generate new
buzz for Nike, it also allows Nike to raise prices
on the limited edition

sneakers. Nike often
produces special occasion sneakers too.
This February, Nike
is celebrating America's
Black History Month
by releasing a special
occasion Black History
Month sneaker. It is a
shoe with the traditional
Nike Air Max 90 frame
that comes with many
special features.
This special release
shoe features an inner
sole that has a map of
the Underground Railroad imprinted on it,

burgundy laces, a baby
blue Nike symbol and a
brown outer design.
It is also rumored that
Nike will produce a second sneaker honoring
Black History Month,
although the specifics
and the release date are
unknown as of now.
The nickname for the
sneaker is "Underground
Railroad," and it is almost
impossible to find. It is no
longer listed on eBay and
is unheard of at the local
Boca Raton Town Center's Champs store.
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Left: A pair of limited edition Underground Railroad sneakers. Right: Inside soles of special sneakers.

